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PREFACE

It is not my purpose in this paper to give a survey of Quine' 8
views on ordinary language, but to present a crit1cisn with a single
theme:

Quina's behavioral method of linguistic analysio is inadequate.

This criticism takes the fonn of a single sustained argument, and thus
all exposition of Quine's position is limited to the purposes of the

argumont.
Two ;years ago I was struck by

8

feature of ordinary laneuage

(i'lhich I have called in this paper "incompleteness of dispositions")
which did not seen to me to fit in Profeosor Quine's theor,y of language.
In tho course of man.y discussions with Quine and others, my originally

radical formulation of thio notion hus been altered and tempered until
it has finally cane quite close to what Quine doeo in fact
and Ob,joct.

s~

in ~

But the &enn of the idea has sUl"V'ived all ra.'l\ifications so

that in the end my tosk has become the difficult one of preaentine a

distinction that is at the same time radical and minute.

Suoh a presenta-

tion clearl3r depends on rrq interpretation of Quine 's views, and the
nagging question has been, But doosn' t Quine say just what I say after
all?

Thus the recurring loit.'llotif of this paper is emphasis on our

differences, rather than our agreements.

In such a situation there is of course a temptation to misunderstand one t s adversary; as my views were drawn closer and closer to Quine's
it \'las always easier to imagine Quine as saying just the opposite of

what I wanted to say- rather than as saying always sane thing very olose
to what I wanted to say.
In spite of all my efforts to give the correot interpretation

to Quine'" t'emarks, it so ma that I In<\Y be wrong.

Dr. Follesdal, who

advised me on this thesis, has argued that my interpretation of Quina
is wrong in certain crucial respects, but he has been as unable to confirm. his contention with quotations

from Quine t B l\Titings as I have

been unable to bring him around to my interpretation.

The result of

this impasse is the Appendix at the end of this paper in which I
present Follesdal t s interpretation and compare it with mine .

1 would

not be surprised if l"olleadal' s is the morc accurate interpreta.tion,
but I hold it is based on discussions and oonversations with Quine, and
is not

adequate~

supported b.1 what Quine has written.

And that is what i

important.

natural and justified by the texts .

I hold that my interpretation is

If mU'le is a misinterpretation it is

no doubt a cammon one, and arguments against a ver,y
tation are as valuable as

argun~nts agains~

(Quinets own interpretation) .

the true

1ike~

misinterpre-

interpreta~ion

For after all, I am not after

tr~

man

but the ideas.
/IS

Follesdal has pointed out to me, an interpretation of an author

on \,hich he comes out vlrong or inconsistent carries with it un argument
again t itself, if anyone can cane up rrith a credible interpretation

on which the author is right.
a warning.

However, this is no criterion, but Simply

I shall argue in the ,Appendix that Follesdal's

interprE.~tation

appears unlikely in the face of textual ovidence, and if Quine does in

ii

fact hold th

view that Follesdal suggests then perhaps he has changed

his mind some h t sine

','ford

~

Ob.1 .ct, something tbe general reader

could not know.

r
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hie steaqy enoour

~ment
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~
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CH APTEH

ONE

L.i\NGtlAGE Am BEHAVIORISM

(1) Introduction
Professor Quine, in Wo~

!m!

Object, 1 claims to have achieved

a correlation between natural ever,yday language and the logioal language
of science.

Or, more

precisa~,

he claims to have isolated and purified

a !lcorner" of ordinary language, a.nd shown that it is, rea.lly, scientific
language.

'Ihc purpose of this paper is to show that although Quine may

have connected logioal scientific language to what he calls ordinar,y
language, What he calls ordinary l anguage is not ordinary in several
significant respects.
In order to
of this criticism,

recogni~e

V.ie

the implications both of Quine's book and

must place Quine's attempt in its philosophical

context.
One of the characterizing features of t'\1entieth century philosophy
has been the widespread interest in language as a key to philosophical
problems.

Since Frega t s pioneering work toward tho end of tho nineteenth

century, many English and American philosophers have given special
importance to the philosophical study of' language, and although they have
held widely divergent views, they all agree on one principltH

sinoe

language is the vehicle of com:.'unic:;ttlon for phUosophy, and in fact for

2

most other llttempts at kno 1ledge, we hlust tm erstand this tool, language,
before w can be sure we are USing it right..

Early examinations showed

this scrupulousness regarding use of language to be

oft. astray. The taak foz' t.

languag , it seer-s, leads u

ooeu: e,

as \ 1" ttgenstein say ,

intelli~nee by mean... or 1

II

b<.a.ttle

be philosop' ers

gainst the bEnitchl11ent of our

guage . n2

ho acce;>t tho's er..allenge to undcrsten language before

Of tho
clni.m:r..nt; to

ell foundedJ

orstand anything

ordinmy langue"

1

, tv 0 c te orie

distinguished:

can b

philosoph rs and soientific language philosophers.

This separation is n(.)ith r assenti'

nor perfeot; sever 1 philosophers

dle the line, others ignore it, but by making the distinc tion we

S"l;.:r

can clarify a philo ophical problem and the littempts to solve it.
ordinary language philosopoors (such as
make th

0,

~

. made.

16

first given

I\nd, as Quine, a straddler,

'conceptualization on aqy co sider' 19 scale is inseparable

fran language,
ba 1c

nd in some 'lays \l1ittgenstein)

point t l at ordinary l anguage canes first; it is t

in '1hich any oX[.>lanation must

recogniz

oore

'rhe

d Oilr ordinary lane,'Uage of physical things is about as

language get • . 3

Ordtnal)'" Illnguage is not only b siC, say these

philo ophers, but sovereign.

It is as a result of the ",caning 01' state-

nents of ordinary language that we love and hat , admire, v. lue, or give
our lives.

Thero is a certain sonse in hich ordinary language makes the

orid go round, and t hi
analyze the

S

leads the philosophers of ordin<.tt",1 langua re to

oitic 'lays

e say things, rather than proposing better

ways of saying things.

2philosophical Investigations, p. 470 .
3\ ord ~ Object, p.

3.

3

l'l'Ihc d votQes of

re~laeo

the lattel'

1t, at least for "scientific" purpof'..e,

Usually, the soientific Umguag

proof idiom.

for this ro

COU1'OO .

ith a f001-

philosopher::» have b .en

an mathe, ...tician first, an philosophers second.

logician

Per,ap

on thoy have often ignored the r.ell-t kal point of: the

lI'u nscientii'ic" philosopher 3

finally, with
par~i

011.0 050

shorlicQ._ in'5 and fla' a of ordinary language, they

fncognizing th

prOI)ose to

e1entii"ic langusrs

011

{linary langua

0

tho oth r side, that s1 ' ificance rests,

,an have constructed t' il' logics in a

1 vaouum, paying attention only to certain abstract details

the lan

ag- tl,ey el1(! intent on l"O,Jlacing.

ot

Since tl- ir pilrpose was to

cons '.ruot . usefu_ and rigorous languag , they considered only the
assenticlls of a laugl.l.age (pI'edlcat,es, singular t.er.;;s, the n ad rQr

variables, quantification, characterizatio of
scant

atten~lon

R!ldol
f01md;tns tho

simply

to its

Car up w
sy

ref~rence)J

and paid

liaritios.
"

of

~ortanco

e first to stress the

of

tematic languagef on n tural language rather than

owing hen they fulfillod cortain requi

languages of a sort..

QUID

IT',env.& and hence were

has followed Carnap on this tack, bringing

to his atte. pt a clearer understanding of how language can bo analyzed,
and stating clearly the rn rum dictated by his pramllutic end:
mo

of oigni.ficant expre sion.

a rigorous

Q ine says, "All -that matters is that

it 00 possible in principle to co Cll science in a notation sllch that

-

none of its sentenoes fluctuates bet'cen truth and falsity from uttorance
to utterance . tt4 Such an idiom, quina rocognizes, cannot

4lfTh

be

considered

Scope and Langua of "cie. . celt, in the British Journal
~ Science, 1957, p e 8.

Philosophl

!2!:. ~

4
divorced fran ordinary language i1' it is to be Significant. 5 The
scientific idiom wUl not mean anything unless it means in
the same way ordinary language moans.

a..eproximate~

Up to a point, tho scientific

language must recreate the functions of ordinazy language, but a

slavish oopy 1s not needed.

That is, the scientific idiom need not be

able to express every ordinary vagary of expression, but only the
indispensable expreSSions;6 often the scientific expression Will be an

improvement, a narrOWing of tha us

of the ordinary expression.

IlWe

do

not ask whether our reformed id1an constitutes a genuine semantical
analysis, somehow, of the old idiom,

fG

simply find ourselves ceasing

to depend on the old idiom in our technical ~ork. 117 So the scient11'ic
language proposed by Quine is that distilled part of "ordiner,y talk of
physical things" indlsponsable to man's purposes, and subject to a
sit:,pm lOgioal system of semanticsl rules.

This view does not propose the adoption of SCientific

langua~

by the man in the street, the poet, or even the SCientist, except in

situa.tions demanding oomplete rigor.

:Jut it doe8 Withhold the stamp

of truth <md even of si/?1lificance from M.Y expression which, on being

~,ord ~ Object, p. 3.
6rhe criterioo of indispensability is n.ot rigid. If a certain idiom.
1s not noeded to express 'What \Ve feel we want to say, and if retaining
it can cause misunderstanding, tho idiom is prorob13 dispensable. But
no expression is ab80lutely indispensable J a side effeot of the cumull3.tive
chanb:>e of the scitmtiflc .101tanschallung over tho years CO'..t~d .2!. the
abandonnent of what is considered unassailably accurate expression todCl¥.

7"The Scope and Language of GCienca ll , p. 11.

ohallenged, canrlotbe couched in the scientific terms. and not a few
cammon expressions are thus assigned by Quine to the limbo of inconseHe says, "The doctrine is that all tra! ts of reality worthy of

quence.

the name oan be set down in an idiom of this austere form if' :in any

idiQn.u 8
To achieve this distillation of language Quine turns to a
behavioral

~sis

of ordinar,y langusBO.

In doing this he corrects many

of the errors of earlie r system-builders like Russell and Carnap through
his more exhaustive and penetrating examination.

,Jut the deoision

strictly to limit language analysis to behavioral analysis is by no means
obvi~lS .

Several traditions in philosophY accept extra-behavioral data,

and consiooring tho conclusions that Quine arrives at through this
limitation, it is clear that his choice of strict behavior1D.:n requires

eXar:lination.

(II) Quine' 8 £leh.aviorism
Quine seems to give a justU'lcat1on of behaviori n in the preface

to

~ ~

Object:

nLanguag

is a social art.

In acquiring it we have

to depend entirely on int.ersubjectively avaUable cues as to what 'to say
and when.

Hence thore is no justification for collAting linguistio

meanings, unless in tams of men- s dispositions to rospond overtly to
sooially observable stimulations. "

t this should not be considered a

justification of behaviorism. as we shall see, but at most 1 erely
explanato~J

of Quine's position.

8, tord ~ Ob,ject, p. 2288

A justification of anything must rest

6

finally on so:nething oonsidered to be an established notion.

Quine

says that in acquiring langua.ge we moot clopend only on interaubjeotive

data.

Initially he meane OJ' this t at as children acquirinG our native

tongues we have to depend on such cues, but from. t.he conolusion he draws
in the next sentence it is clear that he extends the meaning to inolude
all aoquisition of languago unaided by preexisting translation manuals,

including 'taecond" languages.

This claims t.o be a stat.ement af'f'1nning

some empirical state of affairs.
learning and data.

of one or the ot

1ang~age

Quineust asSUlilC that we have an established notion
r of these.

~.

is, in fact,

It is about two things,

That is, quinn is either saying that there

intersubjectivo da'C8

~1ev

t to the language learner,

and an examination of our established notion of language learning will
-confinn
this, or he is saying that there is, in fact, only intersubjective
data, a

an e~mnination of our notion of dat a will show, and that for

reason the languaija learner i s confined to intersubjective data.
-this
In the lattor case,
would be rel¥ing on an established notion of
Quine

data, in fact the behaviorist notion of data) and thus could not use this

pre., lea in support; of _ccepting behavioral
other methods.

ana~9is

to the exclusion of

So let us assume that he intends the former, and hence

is relying on his readers t establishod notion of language- learning.
' te

will accept, m mporaril y, Quine's justification and go aJ.ong with his

behavioral analysis, in the conviction that in any impasse appeal

l.1ud . ~
. 0l ~ notion of language learning, and not to
.,

Then

~

,Co

.... ~

a:ny'

bypothotical

)

stricture on admissible data.

That is,

,,~

are accepting oohavioral

ana lysis on the basis of Quine t s claim that no ot.her data could be

:elevant, not 'that there are no other data.

ill be

7

aut no sooner do we gO' alO'ng with Quine and behcrviorisll than
he discovers that. the data of

behavio~al

our "intuitive" concept of moanings. 9

anal3sis groatly underdetenlline

.c arc told that there is nothing

inherent and hence discoverable in tho behavioral data that determines
the native 1 s

organi~atien

it we are to' posit

~

O'f this data.

A leap O'f inference is required

particular O'rganizatiO'n.

nhat we do, Quine

uggests, is frame 'analytical bYPO'thesesfJ in harmony with the Sffiil:ttOring
ef O'rganization we can obt in fl'OOl the data.

And, as Quine says, "the

notable thing abollt the analy":;ical hypotheses is tha.t thoy exceed mtything
implicit in any na:\iive' El dispositions to speech bohavier. tt10

We Xtlus't

nnko thoDe leaps, Quine says, because behavioral ana.lysis will take ua
no farther.

Uow it is clear

U' l

have two divergent bypothosee,

'the behavioral data, no

cach of wh1cl fit

Mill prO'!

tha~

argu.~ent

or disprove either of tho hypotheses.

based

011

those data

But night not sane thing

olse, some other data, doc ide the issue?
This is an rllpasss of the type mentioned above.

Our "intuitive

semantics" sug.:,osts that Ie aan chooso the r1§ht hypotheSis by oxamining
O'ur "ideas tf for cxa-nple .

Our int,uitive aemunt. cs, it shO'uld be remembered,

1s our notion of what. lung,lClGC is; it is this Quina should be appealing
to' hore.

!JUt Quine rejects en appeal to ideas or 'tille introspective method

'"ith its "fugitive nature. nll This is) acoording to Quine, not l"!>liable,
hence not data.

Hut such data :rould certainly be relevant, particularly

9\, ord ~ Ob;J2ct, Oh. 2.

-

lOlbid. , p . 70.
llIbid. , p . 71.

8

if Tie could compare) the data of introspectiol1 of many u':t::'vos in a
con .•unity.

Pcrha..

0,

Fe think, we should reconsider our intuitive notion

of langlwgc, and see i f

S01;~e

other factors besides intorsllbjcctively

available cuos c tel' into lunguage learning.
nd:r.isaiblo data i..,

n:d by Quine by appoal to the arguDents of

• This in itself is perfectly all right,

behaviori

a 'copt

Eut the question of

~Uin0' S 0

but~~n ~e

cannot

-lic1" remarks on illter.:J.bjectively available cuos as

justific,J ion of bohaviol"is:, in the light that thin waG t e only data
wa fou.ld .find, but merely as explanation that this was the only data wo
would accept.

'.\,oon

,e t.hink

If
l

behavioria; by

uine 1s

b~ing

to reject proffered" atu,j precisely

e have bel Clviorism

COlT.

rod, then he

C8rul0t

jus-r,ify

ppealing to our established notion that. no other data

auld be rolevant.
l'li8 does not necessar1ly convict Quino

ot inconsistoncy or

ciroular.:.ty, but simply' dispels the illusion (perhaps unintentional)
that. he 11- s offered us a justification of hio strict boha.viorism.

is, Quine 1 s nrgllmont is circular only if

prof co a:.
I

.13

asnum.e that

us

That

rer.arlw in the

an attempt at justi ication.

e can no f continue ':lith our examination of Quine t a attenpt,

accept1.'1.g his behaviorism as an unjU3tifiod but not unargued allogiance,
and boating in mind that this leaves open the possibility of finding a
,be ·tor lD.y of analyzing le.nguago o

But also

aoccpt1n~

Quine t s pragut.tls!il,

at least wffiporarily, what vould make on.e my of analyzinz language
better thun another?

For pra,@r..atism, there is no one rif7ht ,nalysis,

bu.t there arc wrong an lyses.

A wrong analysis 'ould be one that faUed

9

tizc t!.C

to systc
.0

are accoi)til1

And since for the sal.:;c of argur.J.ent

:vailnble data.

bohavioriSt., the only \vay to find fa.alt 'wit

a.."laq3ia io to show that it fails so:nehO':l to systematize

to..

ten t ....ke the follolYl.."l

fom.

First, she

caso, tlcn tho behav...torist could no't de eribc

'r.

behavioral data

•

~,

tha" X cO'lld _

:..ehavioral method into court.
o~

cannot.

b ,haviorat

. e c m:ot have recourse to any other snppo r..d 'f""_ctJs", but 'Ie can

lave roeo rae to hypot.hetical. cases, if they can help us..
arg<lI

-too

0u1ne's

d lta) that
a matw

.x

~

too

Now

liD

case.

ot proof) then

.1e

the c..

that!f: '{ -:ro the
'!'hen shoY,

~is

us':'n~

bail. tt-o

can sur:xnit non-b-,haviorsl arIDlIf our arguments prevail (and this

are frot) to raise anew tho

of adlli sible data, and ev .ntllal~ sub,-·1 it
language, Which the

That i', O'..lr

(ttl

l\

st10n

altGr.1ative analysis of

ragmatiet oan accept as better.

'l'he goal of this paper, thenf \fill be to establish such an
altemativo analysis,

a...~d

then show ho y it rescinds Quine 's bridge

between ordinary and lO,,,ico-scienttflc language.

to giv

r

It 'Ifill b

conveni .nt

in th. oocond chc..:pter an 1.noanplate account of Quine's t! ory to

iliarize the reader ".'lith Quin In overall notive s and Ir':.Othod

then complete the accou At ns it is criticized in

ubs qu .nt

J

ch~.pt

and

rs.

CH APTE R

TWO

--

TIlE ARGUMENT AND ANALYSIS IN WORD AND OBJEC'r

.....................

It 'Will be helpful to interpret the argument in
a.G presenting objections to three
thon offering

eorrJrlOXl

~ ~

philosophical. separations and

unified scheme avoiding these separations.

IS

qbJect

The separa-

tions Quine sees as spurious are (1) the separation of language and
reality, (2) the separation of meaning and observable stimuli, and (3)
the separation of ordinary and. soientific language.
primarily in the first chapter of

~~ord

(1) is dealt with

and 9bject, (2} is primarily the

concern of the second chapter, while (3) is an overriding theme of the
book as a whole.
As

this paper will deal chief1;y with (3), this summary of

Qu.ine' s arguments will merely sketch out his arguments against (1) and
(2) and then describe at greater length his reasons for rejeoting (.3)
and his

u~thod

of establishing the inclusion of scientifio language in

ordinary language.

Quine's rejection of a separation of language from reality is
central to his pragmatism.
his doctrine thus:

In

.Fr~

! tOiics} Polnt

.2! !!!!! he

capsula-oos

flOur standard for appraising basie changes of oonceptual

scheme must be, not a. realistic standard of cOITaspondence to reality,
but a pragmatic standard.

Concepts are language, and the purpose of

11

ooncepts and

ot language 1s effioaoy in oommunication and

Such 1s tho

ltimato duty of language, sOience, and philosophy, and it

in rela.tlon to that duty that

i

lit

in prediction.

conooptual scheme has finally to be

appraised • .,l
He supports this vim'l by pOinting out thnt.; as infants,
our first conceptual scheme as we learn langur.ge.
separated.

''Va

learn

The two oannot be

tearning our first vocabultU''Y depends on our learning that

it applies to

p~eical

objects:

ttLingulstically, and hence conceptually,

the things in sharpest focus are the things that are public enough to be

talked of publicly; • • • it

s to these that

orda apply first and

foremost. ,,2 The simplest childish toms already invoke at least part of
the adult oonoeptual schame of physical objects.

But then should e not

atta" pt to "strip away the physic listie conjectures and bare tm sensedata"?

This of ooors

has concem d philosophers since

ulna argues that the mov

J

rkeley.

But

fram physical object talk to sense-datum t lk

(if such an idi.om is pc.",·sibla) is not a move from unoertainty to stability,

but

t best a move fran uncertainty to obscurity.

Talk of

nse-data is

not clearer, or more basio; in £. ct, in order to get. to such a sense-datum
language one has to rely on "sidelong glances into natural sCience, .. 3
which is hardly as secure as ordinary language.

Furthermore, tlImmedlate

experience simply will not, of itself, cohere as an autonomous domain.
References to physical objects are largely what hold it together. n4
l'rom. ~ Logical Point !!! Vie , p. 19.
secti~, "Semantic Ascent" .
2,vord

-

2. ObJect,

3Ibid. , p. 2.

--

4100•

cit.

p. 1.

See also in ~ ~ Object,
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The attempt to get to an "implioit sub-basement of oonceptualization"
by stripping off the trappings of our natural interpretation is ill-

founded, Quine

S~St

however informative an examination of stimulation

may be on other grounds.

'tIf we in prove our understanding ot ordinary

talk of physical things, it Will not be by reducing that talk to a ,.ore

familiar id1an; there 1s none . IIS The only sense we oan make of "aotual"
or ureal'· is the sense we inherit. with our native tongue, and to this
extent we are stuck with a oonceptual scheme that oannot be meaningfully
repudiated outright.

.But ohanges can be made, tor pragmatic reasons;

",...e can warp usage gradually enough to avoid rupture • ., • our questioning

of objeots oan

ooherent~

begin only in relation to a system of theor'.f

whioh is itself predicated on our interim aoceptances of objects. ,,6

But any suoh changes we make must be instituted for reasons (of
predictive aocuracy, simplicity. e l eganoe, inclusivemss) caning wholly
rom within the going scheme; outSide this scheme there is no impliCit
rGanization, no real!'ty with lmiah language must agree, but simply
tir.mlatory r8:tl material.

La.nguage must indeed conform to this stimu-

ation, but no unique right or best organization need exist.

One of the results, Quine suggests, of supposing that even part
of language expresoos untainted hard facts about reality, 1s the
analytic-syntbet1c distinotion so im.portant to modern philosophers. 7

-

5Ibld. , p. 3.

-

6 Ibid. , p.

4.

7~. t p. 67 .
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In ''Two Dogma

of Nllp1r1cism l18 Quine addresses himself to this specific
sen~8nces

case of separation, v;h(.I'e soma

(the analytic) H.re held to mean

and be true by virtue of only the struetures of the language of whicl

t,hay are a part, while others (the synthetic) are held to be true because
of same connection

wi~~

or reflection of extra-linguistic reality.

Quina'e

arguments against this dogua are notI directly relevant to this paper; let
it suffice to

ay that he

trengthens his general Case for the insepara-

bility of language and reality by pointing out same difficulties of

believing otherwise.
'\'0 have seen that Qui."le, in conoocting lanfi'tU'ge and reality, is

actually positing a fused trinity:
scheme or theory.

reality, language, and conceptual

Quine rejects the old description of an object.ive

:reality, described by a theory, in the words of a language, and :replaces
it with a fusion of th

judgments are made i

tbme} reality (that in acoordanoe with which

none other than the organization implicit in,

n 9U.lIled by, posited by the language

we aocept and use, which is the

exp:res,s ion of our basic conceptual soheme .

ft'l'heory may be deliberate,

as in a ohapter on chemistry, or it may be seoond nature, as is the
immemorial doctrine of ordinary enduring middle-sized physical objeo'lisl
Our only point of rofel'ellCe outside this fusion is the stimulaIA,..."'>

tion IDentiont'ld above.

anY

'f'hat is,

share this and this alone.

~e

1\

should not confuse this stimulation, even

~hilOSOPhiCa.l Rov.~frvl, Jan.,

View, p. 20:rf.

-

9 Ibid. , p. 11.

oonceptual scheme languages would

t

51; also in Fx-om ! If'gl.cel

!.?in~ .2!
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the totality f stimulation,

· th "reality", for "!'aality" to the

organization (not necessar ly unique) that

l'ia

!lake of this ra'"

In<.i

only data for the deliberate theory-b\.l~ ldor, 10

rial.

the only
cuos for language learners, (or wha.t amounts to the same thing, theoryStimuli a

th

a."l

-

).aamere) . 11

(IV) , aning and S~imulat1on

It i.

~ine t

exa:nination of the

rganiuat10n

r

theBe Btimu11

i.'!lplicit in lnngull. ; and how la.nguage learners must conform to thia
organiza·ion that leadS to his

~ject

on of the second

s~pa.ration,

the

para ion (or moro -accurately, the i olation) of meaning fo:n obs rvable
tizlulu - organ zation.

Traditionally', philo ophers examining meaning,

and !lore p rt·cular y the meaninJs of individual ;Jords and sontene e,

have felt tho need to tal k of nOn"'"<lDS rvabl a ontities as vehicles of
meaning.

hes

entitie

haVi u"'u.ally be n

It

ental phe

ena, li100 Hume' s

fli..r:1prossiona and reflections", Lewis I IS "criteria in mind" , 12 Hu.sserl' fa

Unoe sta n ,13

0 ,

somewhat. di.f'fer"'ntly, abstraot lmiveraa1ft like

"propo i tion 11 . 14 It i. not so
existence of uqy of these,

-

lllU

e~oept

h

QUin,' 9 •

urpos

A:

r' s

to dcn,y the

perhaps tn tho case of propositions.

11Ibid. , Preface; also see my Chapter I .

12!!! A.nal~s1a

.2!

K,now1ed&e

!!E

Valuatio.r!, p. 43 ~.

!!.

1Jrdeas.. •

14r..anguage, ruth ~ Logic, p. 88, al so ~ !!!S! .Q2jt:;£.!:., p. 20l.
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'1.'hese he secs as simply non-existent. 1S Rather; his purpo

is just

to question the possibility ot doveloping a rigorous and useful notion
of mental entities, and to suggest that a satisfactor,y examination
of meaning can be conducted \'lithout resorting to suah dubious deviC6S. l6
As this sugeests, Quine's rejection of this soparation can be associated
with his behaviori

::71,

as his rejection of (1) was associated with his

pra(g1lat1sm.
Qtdn

t

e re jection of mentalistic accounts of meaning stems !rem

hia observation that an individual t s personal oonnections between words
and things are not what determine h18 ability to comruunicate, but rather
the oonfomity of the results of his connections with the results of
others' connections.

uThe

uniformity that unites us in communication

and belief is a uniformity of resultant patterns overlying a chaotic
subjective diversity of oonnections between Jords and experience . ,,11
Wbatever ideas, momories, emotions, and 80 f orth that e associate with
our words when we use them are not useful to a scientifi c examination

of meani.ng.

Such things Will determine, perhaps, whether or not one is

a poet, but not whether or not one is understood; this depends on our

oonformity to public usage .

"one is taught so to associate words with

words and other stimulations that there emerges sOJ1ething reooWlizable

15'Vord ~ Object, pp. 205,6.
l~uine has no compunctions about denying the existence of "meanings" j
this is simply not to the point. See!.!:2!! 1o&io41 Point .2! View,
p. l l.

17~ and Object, p. 8.
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as talk of things, and not to be distinguished from. truth about tlw

viorld. ,,18
Quine goes on to argue that since this observable organization
of sti.."!mli i6 all the language leanter can go on to acquire language,
it 1s

h~re

and here only that we will lind anything substantial.

"The volwninous and intricately structured talk that come s out bears
little evident correspondence to the past and present barrage of nonverbal stimulation; yet it is to such stimulation that we must look

for whatever empirical content there may be. ,,19 The added connoctions
and associations of the mind are merely private cues and decorations,

a produot of the individual's personal history of word learning.
probably diverging too widely fran person to pe l'Son to allow any organ-

1zation, even if

l~.!

imRossibile 7e could develop a rigorous method of

introspection analysis.
This is as far as his argument takes him.
Chapter One, we now reach an impas "

As suggested in

for behavioral. data, as Quine shows

so clearly, point to no unique meanings or organisations of data, 20

except for certain ba.sic empirioal sentences as wholas, "observation

sentenees lt ,21 for which Quine's concept of stimulus meaning may 00 seen
as analyzing the unique meaning of the sentenoe.

Behavioral analysis,

for example, cannot penetrate reference, but only aSSOCiate sentences wi"th

stimulations.

-

l8 Ibid . , p.

What 1.6 to count

26.

19Thi?, p. 26.
20Ibid. , pp. 68...72.

-

21Ibid. , p.

42.

~lS

a word within a sentence, and what e.
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word refers to (objects as a group,

an undifferentiated m<:lss--like

"sugar" in English, parts of objects-

either telllpora1 or spatial) cannot

be settled by examination of the behavioral data. 22

This leads Quine to

the vie that the only way to pin do\m meanings is by unconfinnable
pseudo-hypotheees;23 that there is no objective matter to be right or
wrong about.
Here we should mention Quine's arguments against those who bold
out for meanings a mental phenooena.

Quine says, in tiThe Problem of

Ueaning in Linguist1cs ll , 24 "Now there is considera.ble agreement among

modem linguists that the idea of an idea, 'the idea of a mental counterpart of a linguistic form, is

orse than worthless for linguistic

science • • • • Its use, like the appeal in Moltere to a virtue dormit1~a,
engenders an illusion. of baving explained sOOlsth1ng. n

And there is no

need for these dubious mental entities, Quine says, because anything
they can do physical entities can do bGtter. 25
further than this in the caSe ,of "m.eanings".
physicalisnl but. wants to say tha.t

too

But Quine wants to go

To one who accepts Quine 's

nwanings of synonymous terms or

sentences correspond to parallel neural conditions in different individuals,
plies that "In language learning there is the multiplicity of

Quine

individual historie8 capable of issuing in identical verbal bahaviol'plt and

-

22 Ibid. , pp. ;2,

...

53, 60, 61.

- -------

24From
a Logical Point of View, p.
.-..-,
.

2>dord ~ ObJeot, p.

264.

48 •
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thus "different neural hookups can account for identical verbal behavior. tf26
So Quine's position, finally, is that no physiological (or mental)
condition of a language user can be identified as a meaning indicator
because Meaning 1s a sooial phenomenon only. 27
We should not mistake Quine's remarks about "intuitive eccounts tl
or "intuitionsft of meanings aa :referring to mental entities, or to ttscue
special and mysterious avenue of knowledge . fl28 . As he explains, an
intuitive account is Ilone in which terms are used in habitual ways,
without reflecting on how they might be defined or \'lhat presuppositions
they might conceal. ,,29

above criticiSm.

but still Ouine' a mention of intuitions is not

Even an habitual account must arise from s()wthing, some

condition thou.ght, rightly or "Tongly, to be in etfect.

Particularly

in the C8S8 01' So ething like an "analyticity intuition",30 the intuition

rests, as Quine himself says, on a f'eelins, on something subjective at any
rate.

Quin even gives a

pro!esse~

vague account of how such an intui-

tioo might arise-through thG personal learning history of the individual.
Now as subjective as the (\ personal histories and resultant intuitions

are, Quine seems to believe that

~neralizations

analyses of these intuitions

worth making. 31

------ 79J
stimulil

v~rbal 01'

0013" as their use in sentenoes is conditioned to sensory

-

otherwise. "--Ibid. , P. 17.

28 Ibid. , p. 36n.

29toc• ill.

-

But if personal

ooe pp. 74-9 for his canplete argument.

26Ibid. , p.

27 Ill/lords mean

aN

based on statistical

3OSe~ Ibid. , P.P. 66-67 ~ also "intuition of synonymy", p. 56.

-

.31Ibid. , p. 67 and note .
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language learning histories are 'enough alike to permit generalization
about the analyticity intuition, then why not go further and investigate
our other intuitions of coaning, the feelings, one might guess, that have
led so many philosophers to posit mental entities as meanings.

not need to posit mental entities, but

simp~

l e 'Would

add subjective aocounts

under proper statistical jurisdiction to our data. 32 It might turn out
on examination that the analytic ity intuition was the onq fairly OOOlmon

one, and 'with that we would have to look elsewhere for a. concept of
menning, perhaps falling baok on Quine t s indetenninoo,., but there ooeme
no strong reason to brand the effort misguided be:t:ore we start.
There is, then, this other way of looking at the situation.

Quine has appare.ltly offered two arguments.
reason to

8Um;~

First, he offers a good

that we wlll get no data of value fran introspeotion,

-

viz. , that we must depend .on observable stimuli for the "'Wlifomi'ty that
unites us in communioation and bel ief. 1t But second, he also gives an
argument that oan be seen

-

8S th~v1ng

us back on the data of introspection,

viz. , that the behavioral data take us only half' way to our intuitive
concepts of meaning.

Quine concludes that half way is the

that there is nothing beyond but pseudo-hypothesis.

hole route,

One might equally

well conclude on the other hand that intui tiona of meaning ara worth

etu qying , in the hope

that

\V6

may make some sense of them, 'because

3~1~is socializing of intra-subjective data follows Quine on intrasubjectivestimullls synol\Yl11Y (pP. 46-47,54-55, 217) . It differs from
Quine 'n that J.t is more direct; it simply asks the natlve, for example,
if x and y seem to mean the same to him, while Quine must prod the ncltive
into a pattern of assent and dissent oveI' a range of stmuli. It is not
an objection that this presupposes that the subjeot has a notion of
synonymy; it admittcdl¥ depends on his notions of everything. It is in
ono ansa an eXar.lination of notions.

20

behaviorism cannot explain the;r\ and, simply, because they are thore.

Quine has given good argument to the effect that

thc~se

data of

introspec1#ion a.re private, but thin d()(;!$ not mean tbat l1e m.ay not be
able to discover that there is a correlation of the private connections

ot individuals
bilinguals.

in a language community, or among a largo ez'OUP or

The mechanism of intuition genesis might be virtually" impossible

to explain, but if to our great fortune

Y/e

disoovored a uniformity of

intuitions
.... above and beyond the uniformity of dispositions uncovered by
the behaviorists,") and if we decided that these intuitions were in

fact produced scmeho\"l by details of personal language-learning histories,

tr..en

i'Ie

could otlfely assum.e that in Bpit..e of tr.e na+,urally \tast dii'fex-

enccs in hietc"r:.es,34 eno!!Sh was alike in all to pl~oduce statistical13
proven unifonuity.

Such an attempt

~ould

be bound to run into opera-

tional difficulties similar to those of behavioral ana13sis (intrusive
information, lying, oheating, etc. ), but if it could be worked out with
the rigor with which Quine works out behavioral anaqaie. 35 it. would have

an equal olaim to objectivity and scientif'ioity.

It could not be

declared invalid om.right, unless one were to deny flatly that a person
could report

bi~

intuitions at all, since all other features of the

33See ...2£!! ~ 9bJec~, pp. 33-.34 on dispositions. Intuitions could
beyond dispositions 1n that they could rule out indetenninacy of
translation. Talk of intuitions also might replace talk of dispositions
if e discovor that we uoo our V40rdS according to our intuitions, and
that any behaviorally determinable "disposi tiona" am distortions of our
use of worde. Vie will discover just this in subsequent ohapters.

~

-

.3Uouine e.nphasizes the differences with bis elephant- bush i'igure. p. 6.

3SIbid., Ch. 2.

-
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anal.ysis (such as use of statistics, phy'siealiSi"J.) are in perfect agreement
with the most conservative scientific praotioe. 36
t~o

suoh analysis Will be attempted in this paper, but

will

we

have raason to mantion it again, and raise further considerations regarding
its utility.

For the present it is clear that the results of such an

analysis could show that any particular behaviorist's analytical

~potheses

were ai thaI' right or

Of

rong- in any event not pseudo-hypotlwses.

-

course it could also ehov: that analytioal hypotheses are probably
unconfirmable- if we could make no sound systematization of the

De

data.

Sine Quine does not offer any arguments specifically against such an
ana~sis,

and does suggest that these intuitions "a.re blameless in their

way" ,37 it Will be best to consider that Quina pretends to offer no
conclusive arguments for the exclusion of non-behavioral data, and is a
behaviorist on prinCiple, as was sugges ted before in Chapter One.
To return to our original phrasing ot this problem in Quinets

theory,

ll.'O

can see that he has not completely supported his seoond

rejeot-ion of separation:

the separation ot meanings aa isolated fran

(over and above) Observable stimulus-organizat1on.

We have sean that the

language learner m.ight rely not only on intersubjective4r observable

36Thi& analysis of intuitions is a variation on another proposed
methcxl of examining subjectivo "meanings'l, phenomenology. For Quine's
remarks on this (on ili:'entano and Chisholm) see ~ ~ ObJect, pp. 219-21.
37Ibid. , p. 67. Just by appealing to intuitions or intuitive accounts,
even 1£ he downgrade their validity in the sl:IIle breath, Quina suggests
that there is S)!r.e~h1ng in them (or behind them) Yforth studying. Quine
does make appeal to intuitions on at least the following pages: 36,39,
51,55,56, and particularly 66. "Let us face it. our socialized stimulus
s.ynonymy and stimulus analyticity are still not behaVioristic reoonstruotion of intuitive semantios, but only a behavioristic ersatz. "
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tl~

data, but also, on

ways in which and extent to which his personal

history of lan~lage learning was normal or like everyone e16e 1 s . 38

(V) Ordinary and Scient ific I,anguage
The third rejected separation is between ordinar,y and scientific
(logical) language.

This separation has seldom been characterized in

detail or strongly argued for, so Quine's arguments against the separation
are appropriately general.

At risk of oversimplification we can say

that those who have believed a striot separation to exist can be divided
into two groups:
as a

~athesis

certain logicians who have considered logical language

universalis,

sQ~ehow

absolute and prior to ordinary language,

and certain "ordinary language l1 (ttOxford") philosophers who have jumped
at this characterization by the logicians and used it against logical
language in their glorification of the idiom of the man in the street.
These logiciansJ being mathematioians
consistency and

~

general~

content with the formal

facto utility of their systems, have paid little heed

to the possible philosophical implications of their absolutism, the
hassles of the nOxford tt philosophers, or their view that logio is
philosophically sterile.

The flOxford tl philosophers, on the other hand,

have found this separation facile and strategically useful, in that it
seems to confirm their belief that to replace ordinar,y language with
rigid structures is to lapse into insignificant fonna11sm.
Quine, then, can be seen as the conScience of the logicians,
reconoiling the relevant parts of logic 39 with natural language and

38See below, pp. 47,48, 52ff.
39 tt the logic of quantification or calculus 01' predicates", ~.,
p. 228.
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answering the criticisms of the ordinar,y langua€C school.

But, as

mention.d abovc, since the logicians have generally ignored the issue in
its concreteness, and. the ordinary language pnilo50phers have used the
supposed separation more aa a catchTmrd than a.s an argument, there is

li ttle that Quine needs to say except to characterize exactly hO'If the
subordination of qllantificat10nal logic to ordinar,y langu8gG is achiaved.
First we should
language and science .
from,

s~,

I

He

ake it clear just what Quine means by scientific
d~~s

no·, in his use of "science",

humanities or h1stor¥J or from

ma~~ematics

se~~rata

it

and philosophy.

Science, for Quine, 10 everything worthy of being called knowledge . 40
And scientific languse

is th

In order to fix the boundari

idiOl'l capable of expressi.ng all science.
of SCience,

VI

fix the boundaries of valid

, and then 8I\Ything true tha.t can be ssid within these boundaries

d1scour
is sciene

(knowledge), and tho expro sions left over are either false

or unreliable verbal crutches (like ttbooause tt and indirect quotatio.o.),
parfectly safe for mos'b ordinar.r purpooos but misleading when subjected
to the strain of sci ntlfic rigor; outright nonsense (lilro ItNotbe1ng istt);
or perhaps Art (poetry, ate. )
devoloped by Quin

The l-im1ts of the scientific language as

are those imposed by restr1cti.."lg oneself to three

constructions (predication, universal quantifioation, and truth functions)
and

1."1'10

cO:.Jponents (variables and general terms) . 41

li.':11tations on

cceptab1e general tonns.

Then there are the

This is a separable question

but one Quine goes into at some length in Ohaptor Seven, "Ontic

~fOrd ~ ObJect, p. 228; 1"rom ! !egic~l Point

4l'~ord ~ Object, p. 228.

!!!

r~cisionn

yiew, p. 78.
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and aleo in IlThe Scope and l.i.lnguage of SCience'l .

In. general, admissible

tertlS must. 00 free frau funotional vagueness and, in 'tiha case of a term
for maoroscopic objects, there should be a "general tendency to agreement, among oosorvera, concerning its application to 'those objectee .42
'l'his flfr

1.0

ork

fOl'

theory" is t en a sta.ndard. like the Gold

Stand.-'lrd, in terms of whioh all discourse cla.iming to be valid m.ust 00
appraised.

To repeat Quine t s dictUlh, n'rhe doctrino is that all traits

of reality Vlorthy of the name can be Bet down in an idiQU of this austere
fonn if in any idiom. n43

Bu .. an austere system in isolation £rOOl ordinary language- is
incanprehensibleand insignifioant.; ordinary language is Ylhere we must
start and if e Catl."lot get to our system fran t.hero, than :a catmot hope
t of course the mere fact that )'Ie made the 6;;stem

to understand i •
means e

Cwl

underat,and its workings; "'file artificial notation of logic

is itself explained, of course, in ordinary language. t144 But Significance

is another thing.

The questions we want answered and the proble s we

solved are originally rrmn..od in oroinar-.r language .

ant

The constructions

of the logic and the oanponents of the language m.ust be parallel to some
extent, so that tIThe oX?lanat.ions [of the lOgical notation] a'!'lo'Unt to
the implicit speoification of simple meohanical operations whereby any

sentence in logioal notation can be directly expanded, if not into quite
ordinary language, at least into semi-o.L"dinary language. tt4,
42nScope and Langu,age o£ SCience,1I p. 17 .

43?{Ord

!!!S!

Object, p . 228.

44Ibid. , p. 159.
4,!2!2., p. 1S9.

-
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Semi-ordinar,y language is a pivotal ooncept in Quine's theory.
Its connection 'With the logical notation is unquestionable; as Quine
says, it is a simple mechanical expsrusion thereof.

But this takes us

only half- a.y to ordinary language, as Quine' 9 terminology

sU~'ests .

It

is the relation between semi-ordinaIj" and ordinary languaee that Quine

must charaoterize.

lID makes his oase that the step fran ordinary to semi-

ordinary is itself an ordinary,

common occurrence; 1I0pportunistio

departu:m from ordinary language in the narroW' sense is part of ordinaI"".1
linguistic behavior.

Some departures, if the need that pranpts them

persists, may be adhered to, thus beooming ordinary language in the narrow
s nse . nL6

In the Chapter "Vagaries of .eference" Quine points out

nwnerous shortcomings of the everyday idian and proposes ways of eetting
around them that will avoid error and still be understandable .
nIf any member eontribu1ie8, I 'll be surpri sed, tt becomes

such that if he contributes I' U be surprised.

It

''F~ach

Thus:

member is

These departures, Qu:i.ne

holds, are "fairly representative of the departures that one actuall,y
adopts' in various pursuits short of symbolio l ogio. f147

Since we do

ordirulril3 make departures from verJ ordinary lant.'Uage Similar to these,
eemi-ordinary language oan be seen as the complete natural departure.

This is then systematized into an all-embr aclng, simple logioal rom in
Chapters Five and Six, and our troubles o£oommunication a.re ove r onoe
and tor all.

All we need do when confronted with lineuistic problem

depart to semi-oroinary language and let logic uncover our errors. 48

-

46Ibid. , p . 157.

-

47 Ibid. , p. 157.

-

48se6 ibid. , pp. 260-61; also section

56, "Semantic

asoent iJ •

is
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"Henoe to paraphrase a sentenoe of ordinary language into logical
symbols is virtually to paraphrase it into a speoial part still of

ordinary or semi-ordinary language. ,,49
'I'his hookup, for all its plausibility, still depends rather
heavily- on our orieinal analysis of ordinary language, for serni-ordinary
langu;\ge, a'S a simple expansion of logical notation, has certain features

not obviously present in ordinary language,

!..! e,

extensionality, the Law

of the 1l!xcluded Middle, the function of qu.ant.if'ication.

These features

need not be mirror images of features in ordinary language, but any
"improvements n they represent must be carefully explained.
large measure the purpose of

This is in

Y~~rt:! ~ 2..l!je~J:. .

(Va ) Ana1lsis 8tld Reco~B~ructio~
The first step in the proces s of oharacterising ordina.l7 lanauage

is achieved by Quine 1 s device of radical translation. SO

In orde r to

present the pure behav.l.oral method in a oontext relatively free from
our preconceptions about English. Quine examines the task of an imaginary
linguist setting out to learn
striug of interpreters.

til

foreign language without the aid of a

Such a linguist would have to rely" at least. at

the outset" on behavioral data.

'rne purpose of the account is to dis-

cover "how Iluch of language can be made sense of in tenno of its stimulus
conditions, and what scope this leaves for empirically unconditioned
variation in one's conceptual scheme _",l
~.-

,

-

49Ibid. , p. 159.

5O Ibid. , p. 28.

-

51Ibid. , p. 26.
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The first point made is that the data available to the linguist
are not strictly words but sentences, since we do not as a rule volunteer
single

ords unless they too are seen as 8utonom.OIlS utteranc· s on a par

with sentences, and

having like sentences.

The linguist's first task

is d1 oovering the words for "Yes" and "No", v t'ich can be accanpliahed
wi th a fair degree of oertainty in a. number of

11 had the l1n£uist oan

an example:

aye. 52 With this estab-

.gin pinning down native sentences.

itA rabbit scurrie

linguist notes down too

Quine gives

by, the n tive says tGava.gai·, and the

ntence 'Rabbit' (or

trl1Ilslation, subject to testing in further cs

'Lo,

a rabbit') as tentative

• ,,$3

flGavagai 1" at appropriate moments, and gett.ing as

Then, by asking

nt, dissent, or

neither, the linguist can e tabl1sh the "stimulus meaning" ot "Gavagai.. n

"It is important to think of what pranpt the native's as nt to
ftGavagai?U as stimulations and not r abbit.se

same though the r bbit

Stimulation can remain the

suppl anted by a counterfeit. n54 Then the

"stimulus meaning" of any sentence is the ordered pair of the affirmative
and negative stimulus m anings, the affinnative being the "class of all
the stimulations • • • that would prompt (the native' s 1 assent, ,,55 and
th

negative, his dissent.

This definition is refined somewhat to cover

a modulus or duration of stimulation, and it is suggested that it could
be rnfined to cover degrees of doubtfulness, measured in roaction time,

52 Ibid. , p. 29ff.

54
-

53Ibid . , p. 29.
Ibid. , p. 31; see also p. 53 for other considerations.

-

55Ibid. , p. 32.
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perhaps. 56 Then, says

uine, the negative and affirmativ:

stimulus

--

meanings are mut,ually exclusivo, but do not determine each other, i .. e . ,
are not exbau tive, since many at' ul- tiona may be expected to belong to

noitlur. o57
of thre

The

outside stimtl.l.ations are explained by Quine

kinds, due to (1) indecisiveness

'·8.9 in

being

the case of a poor glimpse"

(2) shock, (3) in the case of standing sentence, their being irrelevant. S8
Then, liThe stimulus meaning of a sentence for a subject sum
disposition to as

up his

nt to or dissent trom the sent nce in response to

present timulation. ,,59
There i

no other

ay the linguist can pin dO)¥n anything olose to

the "ro aningU o£ these s ntencee, since from voluntee

d utterances the

linguist would have no way of telling that the nl1tive would have agreed
to

II

when he hap')8ned to say "B",

"

£01'

oxample. 6O

The linguist must

prod the native and probe his dispositions.
But even last resorts may involve us in assumptions that are f.:tt"

from obvious.
that

'lEi

Probing of the native involves at least t

Will quoation later.

must ass

that men hav

S6Ib1d. , p. 33.

-

$'7 Lac. cit.

-

SB. ~. , p. .36•

59 Ibid . , p. 34.

-

60 Ibid. , p. 29.
61Ibi~. t p. 34.

ptions

First, as Qu1ne points out, the behaviorist.

dispo it ions to assent and dissent to sentences

hen pranpted by oertain stimulation cOOlple
non-vorbal stimulus

0 dSS

a- usually consisting

nd a verbal (questioning) stimulus. 61

or

a

ihat is crucial

Ii
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in this assumption is that it is useless unlE'lsa we also assume that the
n::\tl ive • a disposition 'to assent and dissent is ap!)roximately the sarna

dispo ition that governs his

(volunteering it for some

~

of the sentence .

oor:~unicative

purpose) and asoentL,g to it
get an inadequat

when prodded are not clearly the samo thing.
glimpse of this wben people say things like

but! never would ha:vE! put it that way. It

Using u sentence

n~\:ell

I suppose that's so,

There may well be an important

discrepancy betvl€'on what we ,.,ill assont to and 1hat we will volunteer.
It will depend

any

ar~ent

t~or

does

about logical con tancy eliminate the possibility, but only

question, if indeed there is a question to beg, as Quine notes

begs t

on 'Osgo

lot, of course, on our purposes of the ID<%:lent.

,8. 62

Ie should no't. uncritically associate

meanins,even in the

relatty, ly neutral sense of stimulus neaning, with either assent or

voluntary use.
A second assumption the linguist i..TlVolves him ·1£ in is that the
native's dispo it1w1 to

Asent mId dissent prior to prodding is complete}

that is, tha.t the native t 8 disposition exists before questioning in the
clear cut form of an ordered pair of classes (of what to apply the
to, and

i

hat not to apply tr..e word to) .

VlOrd

The linf.'i1ist l s quest-iom;;, if they

are to f'ollow any pattern at all, must be guided by the linguist· s

hypothetical adoption of an intension.
the linguist to pick th

The object, obviously, is for

crucial stimuli; after a little observation he

6~U1nR tslks of imposing our logic upon the natives, but let us
not jump to conclusions about Vtliat our logic 1s in this matter. Is
the logic of the behaviorist the 8 ~as our loeic ~ If not, is it the
logic of the behavioriat or the English.'i.l.an that Quine imposes on the
island cultnre '{

will not bother pointing to the native's mud hut and asking IIGavagai?""

Tho criterion used by the linguist in thus tryi.ng to guese the disposition of the native is a notion of intension.

a class of stimuli that probably i l l

p~pt

The lineuist oonceives ot

assent, and a class that

Will probably prompt dissont, and then asks about the borderline oases. 63
Now to oonoelva of a useful class is to conc iva of em intension, whether

or not one tries to formulato this intension in WOnie. 64 To be sure,
this is one remove from Carnap 18 method,6$ for "e are not trying to find
a unique or even expressly formulated intension for the sentence in

question, but we are using a quite determinate although subject to

revision intension to guide our questions. 66 Any- language in hiob
dispositions feU short of forming classes (through laok of

1nt~rest,

perhaps, or Uvagueness lt ) would be either entirely misrepresented or
impossible to

SysteI

01" the natives. 61

atize by the behaviorist, depending on the attitudes

So in spite 01" Quine's scrupulous efforts to sterilize

his probes, he must introduce at least this much of the alien linguiSt.' s
conceptual scheme:

classification.

63}\ bordel"lin'3 ca.se would be the lin&\!ist' ~ idea of a bord3rline
case and might not seem borderline to the native at all. That is,
ir'iprobably, tho native lnay heW no difficulty distinguishing rab..)its fran.
haros, but ofton perhaps more or less inadvertently refers to his mud
hut as a rabbi... . So what Day sesl'r. like hair-splitting (or hare-splitting)
accuracy to the linguist m~ seem to the native to be tiresome repetition
of a very obviou question, while what would see a ridiculous question
to the linguist would reallY stump the native .

64fm hypothesized intension is not here an analytical l'\vpothesis;
it. is deterillinabl;r right or wrong. The point is that those hypotheses
are esscntirll ~ven to this induction of the linguist's.

6$,manlnf' ~ r ecessitl.

66w..o~ ~ Object, pp. 45-6.
67See below, Chapter 3.
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So much .for method for the time being.

Quine t 8 examination

next lead him to distinguish several kinds of sentenoes.

"Occasion

sentences, as against s,tand;1-oo sentenoes,; are sentences ...... which cQil!Jland
assent or dissent only i f queried after an a.ppropriate prompting stimulat.ion. ,,66

"'!'he tid

flGavagailt or "His face is dirty-Ii are occasion sentences,
is out" is a standing sentence, in that one can assent to it

again and again vii thout repeating the original neoossary prompting stimulation.

An ~ternal sentence, like ItCopper oxide is green", 1s a pE!l"'rrl.anant

standing sentence.

.

An observation sentence is a sentence whose stimulus
.

meaning varies not at all under the influence of collateral information,
like "Red If as opposed to uBachelor", which requires information not
included in the stimulations that pranpt assent.

oocause of' this lack

of salient common featu res in the assent-praupting stimuli of nonobservation sentences, it i s only for observat.ion sentences that
tlstimulus meaning constitutes a reasonable notion of meaning. tt 69 Observat1onsentences, Quine observed, can be considered the same as the socalled "datum sentences" of SCience 1 they are virtuall¥ ilnmune to error

and disagreement. 70
And stimulus meaning, the conceptual child of behaviorism. will
not take us much farther.

It can be used to equate as "stimulus-synonymous 11

non-observational occasion sentenoes for one spealcer, but it cannot
translate them, even thougb by
6S.vord ~ Object, p.

69 Ib1d. , p. 44.

-

35.

soeiali~ing

the concept we ean equate
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sentences as st~aulu6 synonymous for a c~rununity.71
truth functions . 72

"Stimulus-analytic" sentences can be reoognized as

73 Stimulus meaning cannot even bo seen

such, though not t,ranslate
as the meaning of

It can translate

.

teI'fl.16
..

like

lIredlf

and "rabbit", cven though it suffices

for the sentences "ned" nnd "Rabbit", since stimulus meaning does not

determine reference to objocts (or parts of objects, for eXtil1lple) but
just to stimulations. 74
Ho. ever, once we have hypothesized a conceptual SOhelle, say, of
terms and rofe

noes, articles, copulas, plurals, demonstratives, etc.,

and thus have Itcatapultod lt outselves into a particular language, ¥;nglish
in this cas, then behavioral analysis can once again be used to examine

Ilthe acoreting of those devices [Nli'e:rence, etc.

J to

the speech habits

of tuo child of our culture. n75
Thus the first sentences (not

T/OrdS)

learned by the child are

leamed by oatena1on, obviously, since the child could hardly 'benefit
by definition.

SUPPOSing

fI

,tamalt and "R.ed" are among the first sentences,

the cbUd'a mastering them. "ia uniformly a matter of learning how much
of what gOOD on about him counts as the mother, or aa red . . ...16
operation of r6lvarding and punishing responses to stimuli eventua.lly

-

71Ibid. , p. 46ff.

-

72 Ibid . , sec. 1).

74 Ibid . , p.
7SIbid., p.
-

73 Ibid. , sec.

14.

51ff.

80.

7~b1q. , p. 92.
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.fixes .for the child the correct use of his sentences.

'fhese sentences

can be rome terms only when tho ohild catches on to our scheme of divided
reference .

""'0

learn 'apple t it is not sufficient to learn

hOlY

nttch

or

-

what goos an counts as appla J we must learn how mucb counts as an apple,
and how much as another.

Such terms possess built-in modes, hmmvHr

arbitraIY", of dividing t

ir reff3rence.,,17

Until

can engage the

ohild in relatively sophisticatod oonversation about "an apple tt , "this
apple lt , "that apple", "these apples", we cannot be sure that he has
understood tho term; 1t might to him refer to a. portion of an undif'ferentiated mas

like milk, a recurring sensation like hunger, or a quality,

like red. 16
In this way the ohild' s lcnowledge of the stimulus

r.:l!

aninb"S of

his sentences is gradually replaced nth his knowledgo of their referenoo
as terms.

~e

must now detcm:i.nn exaotly how the child' a knowledge of

ference differs fran too 1ingu.1. tts knowledge of stimulus meaning.
'!'his is a sub.lect that Quine slights, so what follows is not his, but
our critique.

First, the child, with no scienti£ie sorllp1es to protect

him, has unwittingly jU!:lped into his parent-1nforma."lts t conceptu.al scheme
of terms and divided reference.

Second, the ohUrl, having no preconcep-

tions or intensions, has not availed himself ot the opportunity to distort

the dispositions of his parents in the process of learning thorr..

Perhaps

built-in oonservatism prevents him fran pressing out for the liruits; 19

19~. , see p. 82 and note

4 on

that page.
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a't any rate he sticka close to lds first rewarded uses and wai'ts for
further

CUGS

as to further applications.

( Before

\'1e

can continue we must

coin a phrase; let us laean by Itrang,e of reference" all those things 'to
which the child knows a certain Vlord applies-this avoids the cormotation
of "extension n us a olass.

We are intentionally ignoring the distinotion

between sentence and prompting stimulus on the one hand and word and
object on the other.

~;e 81"'0

thus choosing to talk about that stage of

language learning when the child has already grasped divided reference,
etc. )

Now all the child can learn to begin with is the range of refer-

ence of his terms, just as the linguist was Itmited to stimulus meaning,
as opposed to learninG anything like a meaning or intension; "mother"

1

refers simply to that pleasant creature, and has no biological or social

I
(

overtones.

Even1iually sane of these words, perhaps not all, Will acquire ;

such overtones, and perhaps we wil l call these overtones the nterup.nB!! of \\
these words, but even then there is no particular reason 'to suppose that
the ranges of refe:oonce of tho words flill grow into full-fledged exten-

sions.

Quine recognizes this after a fashion and ohooses to describe the

situation thus,
Vaguenoss is a natural consequence of tho basic mechanism
of word learning. • • ';.'he pcmunbral objects of a vague t\~ nn are
the objects whose similarity to ones for which the verbal response has been rewarded is relatively slight. Or, the learning
proo S3 being an implicit induction on the 5ub.ject's part regarding society's usage, the penumoral cases are 'the cases .lor
whioh that induction is most inconclllsive f'or want of evidence.
The evidence is not t here to 00 gathered, society's mombers having themselves had to aoce pt Similarly fuzzy edges whon they
w,re learning. 80

V
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Quine describes the situation in terms of an unattained ideal,

a falling short of precision, natural enough, but still a deficiency.

That is, he is thinking in terms of extensions and is saying these
words have extension-classes with fuzzy boundaries.

Just like the

linguist, Quine sa,ys, the child's task is to establish a cla9s, not of
sti.lllulations this time, but of objects or qualities or events, for
example.

The extent to which the learner falls short of a neat class

is the extent to which the word is vague.

The \'fords, (.?tline says, are

vague, but when we need to, we can redraw the boundaries at least
tel1lpor~

rily and e,'Ct precision.

This point of view is essential to Quine t s theory, bec ause in

the ensuing chapter on vagaries of reference and haw to ccmbat them, he
constructs his semi-ordinar.y language
ordinary language.

85

the natural improvement of

And, as was painted out above on page 22, semi-

ordinary language, as an €lxpunsion of quantificational logiC, is
extensional, and the Law of the Excluded Middle 1s in effec't. 81 '1'his

means that any term in semi-ordinary langu8€;'U must be true or false of
every object in our universe of discourse .

1.'here can be no

~rtium g~id.

Without assuming classes us entities in their own right, quantificational
logic doos assume, in this fashion, classifiabUity. 82 Thus if semi...

ordinary languaee is to be at the same time an expansion ot quantificationsl
logic and a natural revision of ordinary langua{;,'6, then ordinary language

alSea, £e£. , !2!2. , pp. 183,232. Defore a non-tautologous closed
sentence can be tested for truth the extensions of the general terms must
be determined.

82See From !! LOE:ical Point
paper.

2£

View, pp. 107ff, and also later in this
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must be at le st amenable to classificationJ extensions of words must be
date:rnlinable in theory, albeit with fuzzy boundaries occasionally.

ita must be more exact here.

It is essential to Quioots theory

that semi-ordinary language be a real part of ordinary language; it must
be natural in its ope ration if it :is to be understood and significant. 83

Part of whdt is required i f semi-ordinary langu ge is ordinary (and
tfsemi-If only in the sense that it is awkward and somewhat rare) is that
the tel"lnS of semi-ordinary language collect. objeots the same '!fay terms

in ordinary language do.

it

semi-ordinary term need not refer to exactly

the same objeots as its ordinaxy counterpart-it can be an ltir.lprovement1',
but there is a 1101t of variation. 84

For example, if terms

language, in their proper and bost understood
require~

\).00,

ot ordinary

permitted or even

a considerable chunk of \Grti:urn. gUid lying between their ranges

of reference and the ranges of reference of their negations, then sem.iordinary tenns should

~rhae~

behave the same way. 8S

Another way of

putting the same point is s if ordinary teme are not susceptible to
olassification of their objeots, then terms whioh require classifiability
of their objects aro not ordinary.
83see above, pp.

This heari<ens back to our conclusion

2-4.

84~his ~ole question of correspondence is clear~ u mattez' of degree .
That is the w~ Quina sat up th problem (see page 160), and we will
concur. The only way to show conclusively that the amount or varia.tion
is excessive is to ehOi'l that problems arise in certain speoific casas
of variation. So in setting limits to variation here" my reason is not,
as it might appear, a matter of unshakable principle, but a foreshadowing
of speoifics to cane.
8'Quine offers constructions that provide tru.th values where their
na.tural oounterparts have none. (see pp. 160-61, sees. 37f£) The
extent to which this oan be done, and the precautions required, will bo
discussed below in subsequent chapters.

r
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ooncerning the behavioral method

scribed b;y- Quina; it "ss ed

classifiability, or, another way of saying the sume thing; it required

th

:tv

of th(l Excluded Hiddle . 86
There is a theoretical posaibillt.y then th. t ordinsr,y language

might not conform to the I~a:

of the ';xcludod }.(:tddle; Quina' e analysis can

only assume that it accepts it. 81
if it w

S

But this would be harmless, of course,

ridioulous to as ,~" the opposite.

that the as

ption is not

0

The next chapter will show

tar-fetched as one misht 1ma ine.

86See above, p. 30.
81 Barry ,)trOtld, in his 1962 unpubllsh.ed Ph. D. thesis (Harvard) shows
olearly that the behavioral 111ethod can never reveal that a foreign langu.age
usee a logic dirft rent from ours, and concludes from this, since he accepts
behaviori ., that no sense can be made of s~ing, for eXlple, that a
people's logic denied the La: of tho Excluded ~{iddle, or accepted up and
not p". ihat holdS, of course, only if the behaviorist's logic acoepts
the Law and denies the conjunction. '~le ill have · oro
say on t.his
bela .

to

OHAP~F,R

7HHEE

RADICAL TRANSLATION AND NATURllL LAIiOtJAGE

In Chapter Two e rai

d a number of possibi11t1s, some of them

perhaps too radical to develop.

These will all be considered in time .

t ost important to us now is tha.t fe have laid out just

~'hat

we Will

have to do to show that !uine t s conn etlon of logical language and
ordina17 language is wrong.
e have sharm that Quine be

step, semi-ordinary language.

And

s his connection on an intennediate
.6

have shown that ho thinks oonnection

But What i f we are wrong?

needs to be mnde.

Could it be that Quine

might under pressure abandon his claim of ordinariness for scientific
language?
effort

Then my did he

rite

~ ~

Object?

to describe the n ture of natural language

ihy did he go to such

if he did not ool1eve

it important that his system of logic be a continuation of a natural
phenomenon?
langua

It should be remembered that wedded to his scientific

is his conceptual scheme, and that tbo move from ordinar,y language

with its unavoidab
theory of sci nee
S

aldl g of tb

conceptual soheme to scientific language and

4 s natural is s<¥nething

Quine very much

~'U ine' B

ants to sbow.

"departumatt from ordinary lan ~u ge that he proposes, 1">.e

says, "In :rolation to the concems of this book, those departures have

interested us :Wss

Ii

general aids to cQ.."'ltnunication than as

resent aids

to understanding the ro fa rentlal ",ork of language and elarU'yi116 our
conceptu 1 se

.,,1

"The refol'Onti 1 work of language" is ~hat Quine
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h~.s examined~

purified, and thon systematized, with each step

depending on the one before it.
So the first step is Quine s examination, which in turn rests,

as we have shown, on the acceptance of behaviorism.

We have

shm~

that

Quine offers no arguments for behaviorism, but rather on~ explains his
use of it. 2 The on~ argument for or against behaviori8r.l is v{hether
it works, whethor it does the job set out for it; this is in harmony
\Vith Ouine's pr8.{7natism.

must make:

lut we found thNe assumptions that behaviorism

the assumption that there is a disposition to assent to queried

sentences, and that secondly, this disposition oan be identified with
use of sentences in sane way as to provide us with a serviceable notion

of "meaning", and the third assumption, that the determining events of'
this disposition are amenable to classifioation.

If' on reevaluation

ei thar or both of' these assumptions can be shO\m to be unfounded, then e

will have a good case thut behaviorism cannot do the job assigned to 1 t .
Simply sh01'V'ing that there are these two asswnpt10ns fulfills the first
step of the argument outlined in Chapter

One, because what 1s assumed

b.y

a thcor,y oannot then be described as otherwise in the theor,y; if inoomplete-

ness of disposition and divergence of assent and use were the case in a
language, Quine's behaviorist-linguist could not reaoh the conclusion
that this was

DO,

because Qu1no f S method of analysis cannot operat.e

lIithrut assuming these.)

The folloVling example will point this out mOl'S

clearly and go on to fulfill the seoond step of the argument, that
2See above, p.

8.

3See above, p .

29f£.
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incanpleteness and divergence of assent and use could very

Vt'ell be

the case.

(VI) The Case of tho Stubbom Native
Let us suppose, without any particular regard to probability,
that on the isle of Gubu the natives speak s tongue which does not

conform to the

L.iW

of the Excluded iiddle in this way c

for every

observation sentence there are stimuli which cannot be placed in either
the affirmative or negative stimulus meanings of the sentence .

These

stimuli are not, like Quine's exoeptions4, poor glimpses, shocks, or
irrelevant.

The nntive conscientiously and clear-beadedly makes it

known that he is aware of sharing a stimulus with the linguist, and
straightforwardly refuses to say "Yes" or nNo".

After the linguist

has become convinced somehow that the nat i ve is not being malicious
and is honestly endeavoring to help him in his task, his beet bet would
probably be to try to establish sanething like a three value logie,

incorporating this unwieldy tertium guid into a third class of stilrLuli.
(Ot· he might take the higher line of arbitrarily assigning these stimuli

. to the negative or affirmative class of stimuli. )

In any event, our

.

stubborn but honest native oould subvert these tactics as well.

we

m~

For

also suppose that over a period of time the native givos

different responses (or no response) to what appear to the linguist to
be practically identical stimuli.

The linguist will have two temptations:

to say the native has changed his nlind, or is simply contradioting himself.
4Word

!!.!!!

Object, p. 367.
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But either decision would be entirely unsupported by the data; for there
always rema:ins the possibil ity that the linguist can corne up with a
translation on which the native neither cha.nges his mind nor contradicts
lo doubt it would be hideously canplicated and apparently

himselt.

arbitrary (like:

flGavagai" has stimulus meaning of Fnglisb sentence

"Rabbit't, on Mondays, Thursdays, the eleventh of each month and all sunny

days unless the Chiofts daughter 1s ill; except wh n the rabbit is more
than seventeen and less than one hundred yards away from the informant,
or I am

aring shortis. )

would be absurd, but the

Such a translation of a simple native utterance
alter~tive

solutions of declaring the native to

be lying, changing his mind constantly, or contr dicting bjmself are no

better.

The linguist should be particularly charitable in this case

because there is a1 ays th

chnnco that \v11 t he takes to be an observa-

tion sentence is rally non-obso rvational, or that he is slmpl.y not
observant and imaginative and has missed s an
translation like Itdirty rabbit. It
are two alternative :results:

rea.lly Simple and crodible

In the extreme situation imagined there

the linguist wil l sadly tum haneward,

frustrated beyond belief, admitt:i.ng the t the language is impossible to
"crack", or he will throw scruples to th Wind and desperately assign
transl- tion in an arbitrary
out.

~at

aY in the hopes that no one will ever find

¥ould suoh a language have to be like in

(save rYes" and UNott) could be translated?
itself is that the

langua~

hich!!2 sentences

One pos.s ibility that sug:rests

might not have any observation sentences ..

But a good case can probably be made that such a l' nguage i
even for the native infant.

unleamable,

Besides, there is a possibility that 1s nowhere
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near as Atrange as that.
the Law of the

l~xcluded

There is the possibility of a language in which
Middle is denied so thoroug,1l4t that we cannot even

say of stimuli that they arc or are not in the tertium gui,p.. 5 In such a
case the possibility ot even a tl~e value 10gio 1apses. 6

If this

assaults the limits of the reader ' s patience and credulity consider how
simply and naturally such a situation could come about.

First, in the Oubu tongue dispositions could be

~n~ompl~;f!,!.

That is, they could fall short of being representable as ordered pairs

of classes

ot stimuli.

fbmember that the first step in language learning

is assooiation of a sound with one or at most a few objects.

Thus the

range of reference 7 of f1mama" was, at first, just that familiar creature

looming there.

It is not hurd to imagine a. primitive language in which

"mama" and even "your mama" and "his mama" nevar get beyond this stage of
range of reference.

The na.t i vo woul d have l earned tha.t nmama lt applied to

certain wanen, but if' he is not vary cur i ous he may not. have any belief
one way or another about whether it applies onl,y to the forty- nine wanen
he has heard it applied to, or whather it applies only to women in his
tribe, or even whether it applies only to women.

There will be a certain

minimum range of objects to which he knows it does not apply.

This

negative range might be veri' small indeed, including only the few things

that he has heard called umanlla" and then beard "No".
,Stimuli must be considered universals.

6A two-value logic has one boundary:
logic has t'fO boundaries:
boundaries.

it

'* * /

it-

*"

~~

(For example, his

*"* * / * **;

/ *"

See Ibid. , p.

'I{o

*.

34.

a three- value
This case has !l2

70f. above, p. 34. .'e are assuming the child's prior acquisition
of' the scheme of reference.
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negative range might consist only of his father, a certain palm tree,
and a wooden bowl. )
community,

If tl is was the COillmon learning experience for the

e would have what Quine calls fuzzy edges8 on a erand scale.

In this Situation, it should be noted, "m.ama" mans no more than just

its ranee of referenoe socialized over the eanmunity, hO\\'Over much we
might want to equate it with the English "mama lt •
An objection that can be raised to this language is that once

the native had learned the words of his l'nguage there would be nothing
loft for him to learn.

That is, if the natives know that a word applies

to forty- nine objeots, and if this is all tlwy know about the word, no

one would ever have

~

reason
for
III'.

app~g

the word to a fiftieth object.

Or, since undorstanding a word has been desoribed as only having heard
it used in certain specific sentences, there is no way of producing new
sentences.

The Gubu speaker, as described so far, is nothing more than

a parrot With a stock of fixed utte r ances, unabl e to vary them or use
thstl in new Situations, in short, unable to learn or discover.

Sanehow

the native must be able to generalize or extrapolate from his particular
expor1ence of sentences and words if he is to be more than a parrot (a
rather versatile parrot. since the pror.tpting stimulus for an utterance

would not be simply the utterance heard itself) .
The objection is valid; we overstated our c ase above when we
descr ibed the natives as knoVling onl¥ that th.eir worda applied to the
specific things to which they had heard them applied.

But the overstate-

ment was for a purpose; it showed th extent to which we could avoid

talk
~fe

0

extensions, by limitin' ourselves to the Uranga of roference1!. 9

could describe the basic language learning meohani

parrot stage.

e not now fall back on extensions to explain

But must

generalization?

10.

up to t.he advanced

It must be the case that the native t S disposition,

complete or incanplete, goes beyond the examples that inc llcctoted it if
we ara to have a useful language, but again, this going beyond can fall
short of claosi£ication.

Our general u, e of color words i1 English is

a ca e in pOint. 10
Another obj etion that miWlt be raised is that, since nesative
ranges of

,ference will be very

8111all

speaker to speaker, there 1'IUl be no

and may diverge totalJ,y fran
agreement on hat is wrona usage . ll

r is of course that general' z tion, '1hatever fom it may take,

The an

'11 also occur on t.

n gativa side .

It can

absolutely wrong as you want, but we should
the

ocount for usage as

s1mp~

avoid the notion of

rongs and the rights dividing the univeroe of possible applications

in tW'o. 12

This takes us half way to our imagi.11.ar'J language J we now huve a
language with a large tertium quid.

ut the language desoribed is not

yet canpletely invulnera.bl£3 to QUinA'S behavioral an lysis if he adopts

ft .
I ~C

9The range of referenc is not an extension in that although Vie can i \
ay of things that they are in the range of reference, we canuot say of ;
other things that they are or are not.
\ Ct <i
lOSee below, Section IX.
111 a.'ll indebted to Prof. Louis O. } ink for this point.
12Quine may not hold this, but saneone might think he does.

Appendix.

See

0
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a three value logic for the sake of this particular task of
translation. l )

The characteristic that places Qubuish out of: reach

is also the characteristic thut answers an objection.
It c.m be objected at this point that not all Gubu Children
will apply the same' ords to tho same objects in their learning

endeavors, and that it might wall arise that a child applied ITma: ,a" to
an object lying in his mother's tertium guid range .

Now according to the

hypothesiS this word lies in too terti\lll1 quid for her because she does
not

!m2!!

not care.

(has no belief) whether or not the thing is a mama, and does
~;llen

her child pointe to the pig and says "msma ll

Ahe

cannot

very well ignore the situation if her child is going to 1eam BI\Y

laneuage at all.

Jut she has no particular reason (by hypothesir.) to

say "NO", and in tact may lYel1 decide the child is Ittelling her the
truth" und agree .

This would cr ate th

ridiculous situation of the

children teaching the langua.ge to their parents and in no time there
would be absolute linguistic chaos.

alternativo .

But this objection misses an.

The choice is not just 'between saying "Yes", "Noll, and

shutting up; the mother could, !!.ithout saying t'tlo", si.."I1Ply sa.y flpig" .
Instead of rewarding or punishing the utterance, an alternative could
llrhat is, Quine 1 s behaviorist could, by adopting a three value logic,
deliver a distorted translation of Gubuish, for it would still depend on
drawing boundaries , only there is one more boundary this time . This
distorts the Gubu language because, as te have described it, there simply
are no boundaries. At any ti.'1W the native who has heard 'mama" applied
to forty-nine different things may decide to apply it to a fiftieth
thing (t.o the linguist appaI'ently unrelated),. and there is no reason to
suppose that another Gubu ould not understand him perfectly, unless
of oourse we blindly set the limits of understanding by uppeal to the
possibly parochial concept of intension and extension.
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be presented.

ii;ventually the child will learn to call the pig a pig,

but without ever learning that it is or is not

(il.

marna.

Perhaps he will

learn from. saneone else that the pig is not a mama (if anyone happens
to !mow this) 14 or he might learn that sanetimes pigs are called mamas

and someti."lles pies - it all depends on the purpose of your conversation.
That is, fithout ever learning anything like "sometimes a pig is a lIlama

-

and. sometimes it is not, It he may learn that sometimes people call it a
pig and sanet1mes a mama.

It could all depend, for example, on whether

you ere talking about dowries or livestock.

(It could depend on any-

thing; let us avoid the more "logical" suggestion that it might depend
on whether the pig was female or had jus t had a litter. )l>

A language

in which this dependence on context was so strong would elude the

behaviorist entirely, provided he used Quine's methods.

l6

For, in

addition to being a language of incomplete dispositions, it is a
language where assont and dis sent 'Would not reveal use; when asked "Pig?lI,

the native might assume the linguist was interested in dOWries and

s~

ttyes", or have nothing to se:y since no context was givan, or say tlMama"
because that was how be referred to pigs when no particular context was
cited.

There would be nothing in his background of language learning to

14Belief and knowledge oannot always be separated here; if no one
believes sanething, it isnft so, and i f everrone believes somethIng,-it
is so. Where there is disagreement, majority rules.

IS le should avoid saying that a pig is both a mama and a pig in the
situation imagined, since this would sugges~at both words always
app13. Saying that both ttpig" and "m.arna" appl¥ to the pig but under
different circumstances 1s clearer.

l6cr• Stroudts thesis, p. 211.
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dispose him to say fiNo."

Thus assent, dissent, and silence cou.ld vary

over a period of time depending on the native's assumptions or lack of
assumption of context. 17
More realistically" the linguist. t s incessant probing would just
bewUder the native.

This probing activity

ha..~,

for the native, nothing

whatever to do with the use of his words; he has neve:r come across any
tllanguage game" (to use W1ttgenstetn's occasionally useful tem) like
this before and haa no idea what the rules are .

But, it will be

objected, is not the Gubu child's learning process just such a language
game?

This is a very revealing question.
lying notion in
in the field. lS

~

It brings to

li~lt

the under-

.J
I

and Object that the child learner is like the linguist\

But we pointed out a crucial differenoo. l9

The child

brings no preconceptions to his task, and his natural sl'ly'noss prevents

him fran doing much more than obeerving and miming his parents.

He

waits until he hears a word used and then repeats it; this continues
until he has gradually acquired uses of the word.

In the process there

will no doubt be a few misidentifications" but very, very few.

So

conservative a copyist is the leaming child that he inevitably tends
to und.en:lst:imate the range of his new words, and is genuinely surprised

when new uses keep cropping up.20 MetaphoricallY, the child is led by

17 And this variation could be more radical tJUltl the 'lwarping" by
contrast discoverable to the behaviorist. Of. WOz:d '¥ld Obj!E!, p.

as.

18Cf. "'t'he Scope and .lAnguage of Science", pp.

3,4.

19See above, p. 33.
2iJI am indebted for this information to my olose friend and fellow
student of languar,e, Blair cligelow, Jr. " age twenty-three months.

.

his teachers from the center outward, and the child never steps boldly
out in search of boundaries, but always remains securely within the
larger range of his elders, content to let them show' him new usas as
time passes. 2l ,

(VII)

U011llS

'I'he time h' s come to consolidate the results of the last

pages.

e

have been dosoribing a hypothetical language which Quine as a
Yet it has been described only in negative

behaviorist cannot translate .
tams:

feYi

dispositions are

-not in effect,

!!2!

behavioral~

canplete, the Law of the Excluded Middle is

-

determinable dispositions are not constant

over variation in time (if such phenomena a

dispo it10ns) .

So far the

only positivo characterization of this language has been metaphorioal
and cOnjectural except for the notion of a range of reference, which has

been useful orily up to a point.

This fa.ilure to Characterize the language

in a positive way should cane as no surprise; up to this point we have

not stray; d fran the bah viorist t s standpoint, and yet our aim has been

to show precisely that such a languaee is indescribable through
behaviorism.

Any desoription or definition of feature s of this language

will have to be in 'tifarms that cannot be identi£ied With behavioristio
indicators such as stimulus meanings.
This brings us to the t;h1rd step in our argwnent:

so far we

have shown that i f inaompletene s of dispos .itions and divergence of assent
and use were oharacteristics of a language then behaviorism could not

2lcharacteristically, the child asks "v'i hat's that?", not "Mama'? ".
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describe the language, and we have shown, vlithout resorting to nonbehavioral "data fl how such a language could exist (we have shown that
the behaviorally deteminable requirements of a working language-such

as learnabil1ty, comprehensibility, possibility of variation of parts
to form new utteranees--could be fulfilled by our conjectural language) .

It only remains to show that such a language, or at least a language
with such features throughout parts of it, does exist to show that
behaviorism is the wrong tool for th
analyzing the language in question.

job, at least for the job of
It is at this point that a strict

positive description of such a languagp is required, to ensure for the
reader that our ndespread denials of assumed characteristics (suoh as
canpleten6ss of dispositions and agreement of as sent and use) are
mutually consistent and in agreement with a oredible organization of the
acknowledged facts of language. 22
In Quine' s analysis he e schews in the end all talk of meanins,

claiming we can get by with the less dubious notion of reference.

In a

similar spirit we Will trl to avoid all talk of reference in favor of
explaining things in tonns

of~.

Our reason f or doing this is that the

notion of reference is not olearly' useful in analysis of ordinary language.
As regards clarity, Quine is not very explioit about What reference is;
nowhere in ~!!!2 Objae:t, is there an oxplioit definition of "reference". 23
22We may and should have reoourse to non- behavioral data in addition
now, since behaviorism's capacity of linguistiC analysis has been called
into question, so that ""e are no longe!' bound by it.s strict res on data.
We are t~vn back on the intuitive demands on language.
23Quine uses the tenn in t~ 0 senses. First, he distinguishes theory
of reference fram theor.y of meaning, and it is in this sense that we
sha.ll use the word. He also distinguishes rei'eI~noe of singular toni\S
from extension of
neral terms, but this is another matter.

We are t,old 'that lin general term is true of each, severally, of any
number of objects, ,,24 and from the context we might venture the
definition.

the objects of vlhlch a term is true.

In

~

! !!9,gica!

----

Point of View Quine identifies reference with extension and defines

extension as Itthe class of all entities of which a general term is
true . ,,2$

rut we must also

discovered.

Imow how this oJ£ss would be deter.nined or

Quine never OOlls us explicitly but it is fairly clear

that after an initial h3Pothesia ooncerning the division of reference
had been made, we call treat the sentence tlGavagaill as the general term

Itgavagai" and then the extension of "gavagaitl would be the class of

objects

~othe9ized

meaning of UOavagai. "

out of 'the stimuli in the affirmative stimulus

In other wores, once we have settled on

analytical hypotheses, the boundaries of extensions are detenilined in
the same

ay the boundari es of stimulus classes are J by the

quer,y and assent, intro pocted or not. 26

rOll tine

of

Sinoe this language game of quer,y

and assent is possibly ali n to the conooptual scheme embedded in certain
languages, we \vUl avoid using the notion of extension anchored to this
routine.

meaning volunteered use, of words is observable and clearly tied to

Our rationale for limiting ourselves to use is first that use,

purposive human activity.

That is, extenSions, being so far only the

24!2!2 !n2 Object, p. 90.
~

2%ce pp. 1)0,21,47, and 47 .
9bject, p. 134.

26C.r. ~ ~ Object, p. 71.

-

Extension is alao dofined in f-ord
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scores of a partioular langUage game, bear no evident relation to the day
to day use of language, and hence are relatively poorly tied to the actual

use of the language.

A seoond reason for limiting oursel""es to use at

least for the time being is that knowing how to use a word is
(intuitively) a necessary condition for understanding that word, and

very

probab~

a sufficient oondition.

If someone says he under tands a

certain word and it turns out that he cannot u e it properly,
not believe him, but further, if saneone shows he kno s how to u

will
a

word, on what ground oould we say he did not understand 1t127
What the 1 ngaaga learner must

cquire, then, is not an extension

or stimulus meaning, but a .....-nor..:! ................
of use, which e define as the capacity
to volunt er

8

word when and only

hen particular contexts, verbal and

non-verbal,

nd particular purposes coincide. 28 This definition appears

t.o be in danger of saying so muoh it. says nothing.
n particular nonn of use?

How would we describe

To give an oxample, the nonn of use of ttbox"

in English (fisticuffs aside) is the disposition to say tlbox" in

s n+ ncas or alone whenever one is interested in identifying, asking for,
describine, recalling, those things t hat Wlder the circum tances are

called boxes by English speakers.

But this sumly does not define "box",

it uill be objected, and in fact tells u

nothing.

d finition, but then it is not intended to be .

Granted it 1s not a

We use and under tand

27 'e Will consider Carnap's answer to this question below, p. 60.
2S.~ e say "capacity" instead of 'tdisposition" because of the difficulty
ovor free Will. . at ~ are disposed to do, we seem to have no choice
but do, rh reas
can have a capacity to volunteer something and yet
choose not to. "Disposition to volunteerU has a paradoxical ring.
Freedan of the will in these manners may be an illusion but if so it is
one l6 do not wish to dispel unoritically at this moment.
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the vast majority of our

orda without ever having seen or heard or

fonuulated a definition of them.

but still it tells us

says is "use 'box' rohen talking of boxes.

tI

nO~ling;

all it

Does this not tell us just

as much and just as little as the statement that the oxtension of "boxtl

is the class of all boxes?

This fa1ling back on the very ord under

disoussion simply reveals that a disposition can be ineffable .

That 1s,

the only way we can be sure of denoting the extension or nonn of usa of
"bOX"

is by simply calling it that.

best lllere approx· at10n.

squSrG root of two is

enough for some

-12,

pUr'tlO8eS,

Any otner description would be at

It is thus someWhat. like insisting that the
not

1.4l4.

Approximations may be close

but need not be desirable or even remotely

possible for all words.
Dut it can now be asked
of

Ub~

and an oxtension.

hat the difference is between a nom.

The difference is in how they are acquired.

The way to acquire a disposi t i on determining an extension is to play the
language game of quer.y and assent.

The

~~

to acquire the cap'city of a

norm of use is to observe, l ike a child, the usage of adult natives.

It might "be supposed that the two wel'S rcall.,y the s . c in that i f one
knew all the

~

of a 'Word, he would know ull t.he things of which the

ord is true, but knowledge of the nonn of use i3 not knowledge of all
the uses.

To speak of the can}2lete knowledge of uses is misleading.

-

'fhere

-

is a difference bet een knowing how to u..,c a word and knowing y{hat its
uses are.

In the latter oase, there is the suggestion that understanding

depends on knOWing all uses of a word; but this is absurd; no one knows
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all the uses of a word.

A~T(lost

ave ryone bas

~9ua.te

knowledge of hO\"

to use words in that he uses bis words c9rrectll, and some people have
better or more ....
!..xt
.........e.....n.....s.i...V1..;..e knowledge of ho

will perhaps use words

to use words, and these people

but using warde correctlY or

brillinn~,

-

brilliantly is a matter of knowing how, not of' having canpleta or
incomplete knO\Vledge of use •

()

This brings us up against a genuine and demonstrable misunde r-

Y(

\
Quine reoognizes, after a fashion, that 5lord
/

standing in

~ ~

£2Ject.

learning is not classification, and he says, "Stimulations eliciting a
verbal response, say • red', are best depicted as forming not a neatly

-

bounded class but a dist.ribution about a central norm. ,,29
see just how these norms develop, for he says.

But he falls to

-

:responses to non-verbal stimuli are too scarce to define norms by; thus
,
------.
it was that in Sec. 1 we had to lay on a routine of query and 8ssent.,,30

1
\"

But volunteered verbal %'esponses to non-verbal stimuli
define norms

2f ~

~

sufficient to

(not classes) if we are in no hurry, it e Will wait,

like the chlld,to see what

languaf~

users use the words for.

matter, simply, of not forcing the issue.

It is a

A norm of use is not just a

fuzzy class; there is a radical difference, and this difference arises

.fW

fran how the thing is formed, :from the center out, er fran both sides of
a boundary.

So Quine, in

tacitly~supposing

clsssifiabUit.y, misses t.he real

point about norms, and sees no great ham in the routine of query and

29Word ~ Object, p. 85.

3°1oc• cit.

--

}
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assent .

But if a language were truly nor a1 the routine would be

entirely alien to it.

Va can describe the situation in such a way

dB

to draw a parallel to a situation in quantum mechanic~, complementarit.y;)l

in the routine of query and assent the stimulus exa.:nined wUl a.lways
include a question, but this question always disturbs what is being
examined, so to speak, before we oan examine itJ what we end up looking
at is not the native language at all.

basis of

tl~

Thus any rules formulated on the

examination are the linguist' 5,. not the native t a, no matter

haw well they fit the "data ll •

It

hould be apparent by now that the upshot of this discussion

of Oubuish Y/l1l be findi.'lg similar features in English.

The points to

be made are very subtle, and the only way to bring them into olear focus
was to present an extreme illustration first and then dilute the results.
The

reason for this is that Quine oames Within a hair's breadth of saying

just what we want to say, and without this excursion into fantasy our
remarks would tend to blend too well with Quine t s ; it would seem too
muoh like mere quibbling over expression.
present a distinction that was

a~

The problem \'fas, how to

the same time minute and radioal.

Our radical illustration has served the same purpose that Quine's radical
~ ~

translation served:

"-~ ,

~Ily it has cleared the alr 01' preoonceptions

and brought a subtlo point into focus .
distinotion in

r~nglish,

The stage is now set to find this

anmrer the many objections that will arise, and

in doing this show how olose Quine comes to saying'Vlhat .va say without
his quite getting it.

311 am indebted to Quine for ~lis illustration.

JV
/)

CHAPTSR

F'OUfi

QUINE I\l D o.WINARY ENGLISH

(VIII) Natural/orda in Engl~
Tho time has

CC'I:le

for the

long-foresee~

pronouncement:

Gubuisb

and ordinar,y English are alike - with qualifications and excoptions of
com-oo, but

~f:lilro c:§)that

both prescnt behavioral data

unanalyzable by Quine's linguist.
st.atoment, and one

whic~1

This is an admittedly radical

will come in for a oonsiderable a.'!lount of

tern 'ring before all objoctions and qU!3stions have been aosy:ered.

In

the course of 'the £orthcaning argu.'nont the reader will think of mnny
counter-axamples and objections; since these \"ill be dealt with cvcntually in this paper the :reader is requested to withhold jude;nent until

tho argumont gets to his obj"ction, and more important, to ignore the

uncritical preconceptions about

classe~

and classification that it is

the purpose of this paper to dismiss.

Our first concession is that only a part of hat is generall1
considered ordinar.y P.nglish is like Gubuish, in that dispositions are
inc<r.lplete and use depends on context..

Let us define a word (or sentence)

as focal l i f it confo~s to an incom~lete disposition, and as
l1'ho term "focaltl suggests the lear!ling procoss outlined above, whioh
was seen metaphorically as a radiation from an initial focu~, but the image
of a oluster extending out, ard with no set boundary, or all it-a heuristic
appeal, is an irr.perfect visualization of a phenomenon that seems to defy
visu'lizution.

contaxt-dependent if its applioation varies due to verbal or non-verbal
Words with both features we shall oall natural (for emphasis) Cl

context.

Words with complete dispositions and no context-dependenoe we will call
Natural woros are not the only ordinary words, 2 but they are

definite.,

ordinary words 281* excelleno,e:, such as "box", ttan1mal ll , ntown u , "table lt ,
IIcuddls"19 "romplJ, and Buoh erand and philosophical words as Itman",

As

\'Ie

have said before, the genesis of these words is the natural

learning process.

S~9,

As Quine

the child.s first learning of his words

is "uniformly a matter of learning how much of what goes on about him.

counts as the mother, or as tad • •• n)

!3ut simply learning, as the child

must, that some things are balls and some things are not balls does not
involve learning to draw

Ii

boundary between the balls and non-balls.

( ,Ve do not mean leanling coneciousll to draw a boundary, but just

acquiring a disposition with a boundary. )
to

s~

First of all it 'Would be absurd

that the child develops a conception of the class of all balls and

the class of all non-balls, because the chUd has such a very llmited

experience of things.

The location of his interest is particular things

that he has experienced; he knows that this red thing is a ball, and that
that square thing is not a ball.
his vocabulary.

II

All" is not yet a very useful word in

He does not even divide his &l1a1l universe of experienced

things into balls and non-balls, for his mind is concerned only with the

2See Ch. 6.
)word

.!!!2

Object, p. 92 ..
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particular

preG~mt

event, and if the particular present event happens to

concern a ball, his only interest is that tho thing is a ball.

His few

experiences of misidentification do not lead him to a i'on:lulation of
boundaries but simply direct his a.ttention back to the things he knows
B.l:'O

balls, the things to which his application of "ball" has been vmll-

receivedliJ
For natural words this is all there is to the learning process;

at no time will the learner draw a boundary beoause there is no boundary
to be drawn. 4 For !!2!!...natural words, the learner will eventually acquire
criteria that will determine ext.ensions, but here

l'1e

are considering only

the natural words. 5

It may be objeoted at this point that as the child grows up he
will be oonfronted with experiences that prod

h~n

UltO drawing boundaries.

He will be forced at various times to talk of tJpenumbral ll objects and will
have to sharpen his dispOSitions to
But this simply does not happen.

ap~

words to handle these objects.

Some shifting or extending of applica-

tion does no doubt occur While the learner develops his adult skill, but
he draws boundaries only ~onscious±l ~ intentionalgt for special

purposes, and by fiat.

The more common result at' an encounter with a

penum~ral

object is the coining of a new word.

example .

We are confronted with a new type of vehicle; it is rather like

Consider the following

a car, but not really enoughJ rather like a truck, but then hardly a truck.

~uine agrees, in part. See Ibid. , p.. 125. What he describes as
fuzzy edges I describe as having noedges; the difference is important.

5See ahead, Ch. 6.

It is definitely not a scooter or

wagon or a tractor.

What do

'19

Ie ignore the alternatives and give the vehicle a new name, station

do?

wagon, Jeep, or . icrobus, to give three examples.

Only a twenty-four-hour-

a-oay-philosopher or perhaps the Registrar of Motor Vehicles will puzzle

over the arbitrar,y classification of these vehicles into
types.

tt~

pre-existing

Making boundaries is an artificial activity adopted only for

-----

specialized purposes,6 and when this occurs, words becane names of

cla sifications and no lancer are natural 'Words.

r;

(See ahead, Ch. 6.)

Inadvertant encounter lith penumbral objects never results in such

boundary drawing, and to suggest that unconsciously . draw such boundaries
would be unneC8SS8r,y, unenlightening, and just as wrong as to suee-rest
that unconsciously the sprinter strives not to run backwards during a
race .

Let us now take a good E lish natural word (in teed o£ a Gubuish
'oro) and confirm that the behaviorist cannot determine its extension.
Ar. Smith is confronted one day by a Martian linguist.

The Martian Boon

discovers "Yes" and UNo'· and begins questioning Smith, having come to
some tentative conclusions about what he means by "Box.

a hatbox and asks, "Box?".

Snith assents.

wooden chest and asks "Box?".

It

He pOints to

Then the Martian points to a

Smith is in a quandary.

He is not

accustaned to applying uboxll to chests, but now that he has been asked,

it seem

that "boxl! migbt apply.

So he assents.. HO\'I19ver, he miehtWith

equal justification dissent, and, being a particularlY helpful informant,
dd "Cbe t . tI There is a strong sens.:. in which chest-stimuli are not in

6Cf• ~ ~ Object, p. 128.

/

,9
Smith's affirmative stimulus meaning of "Box" but neither aro they in
the negative stimulus meaning.

Similarly, if he Vi'ere to say, "Pm going

out to look at all the plants in Harvard Stadi

,n

most people would assure

him that he would find no plants to look at until he suggosted to
disgust that grass was indeed plants.

th~ir.

We doni t normally say "Plant"

when we see grass.
It might be argued that there are two distinct extensions for
"box" in English; one the class of all objects having certain structural
and functional Similarities, and the other the class of all such boxes
for which we have no better word, say "chest" or "watoh-case u •

J3ut

this could not be detennined by the radio ally translating behaviorist, even
i f it were true, for if w are consistent in refusing to call chests

boxes, our tLartian will never arrive at our usage of t1box" in generalizing,
and if

.9

are consistent in assenting t o the chest-"box fl combination,

he will have simply bullied us into a di tortion and missed a distinction
of our natural language.

For that matter, there is no reason vmy we

should be forced into conSistency, which is only relative t.o his class
concept.
The Martian could easily bully us for we are indoctrinated with

classes, and would quickly cat.ch on to his language game, at the same
time forsaking our natural language.
in

Wittl?,9nswin makes the same point

fhilosophic~l ~~tigation8:

If someone were to draw a sharp boundary I could not
acknowledge it as the one tbat I too alw~s wanted to draw,
or had dram in rIW' mind. 1"01" I did not want to draw ono
at all. His concept can then be said to be not the same as mine,
but akin to it. 7

y
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When we bully

..,OI:leOJl('l

h1m the right to

1'El.

into drawing boundaries, we have simply denied

ain 111 his natural language.

Camap gives us the

most obvious c se of this bullying. 8 He questions "Karl" on his meaning
of

It

ensch", and asks him if it applies to various imaginary hybrids

and missing links.

Imd he is ru-ong when he says that Karl's hesitancy

to apply fll'onsch" to these hybrids reveals that Karl does not really
know whai:. his own

oro meane.

He kno s exactly \'fhat his word means (he

has never misused the word); it is si.1D.ply that boundaries have nothing
to do with tho

\

ord. 9

(IX) S ....e Objections Anar/a red
clut perhaps Quine has an emmer to this.

that th

He Bugge ta, on p

e 41,

linguist can account for this vagueness, and match jungle and

English sentences provided they agree "umbra for umbra and penumbra for
penumbra lt •

Ouine'o exampl

of a vague sentence here is "Red", a sentence

that io clearly focal in r:nglish.

He says.t "'l'he panumbra of. vaguanoss

of 'Red' consists of stimulations in respect of which the stimulus meanings
of 'red' tend to val')" fran speaker t.o speaker and fran occa.sion to occasion".
This would MeM to work for color words. where applications can
be seen as a matter of demo! provided the linguist guesses right that.

the sontane

8lleanmg

in question is a oolor word.

!!!2 ~cessitl'

That is, if the linguist

p . 239ft.

9Carnapt s method diff rs fran Quine's in not. concerning itself wit.h
stimuli alone, but it is like Quine's in presenting yaa-or-no alternatives
to tho informant. ItlsO, Carnap realizes that this "vagueness" in ";"lenech tt
does not bother Karl in his oroinal"'J use, but still he pc rsists in calling
it vagueness.
On the questi onnaire method, see also Naess, who tries to
allow for "yes, but" answers, p. 438.
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supposes "Gogo" means "red" !:rom the beginni!'lg ond thus is looldng for
evidence of grading ofr, he muy find the data .fitting his hypothesis.
But how would ono identify grading of responses, if tho only replies
acceptable and understandable are "Yes ft and "No" and not also nSort of"
"Somewhatlt ?

QuiM BUgge ts that pen unbral stimuli can be identified as

those over which there is not agreement fx-om speakor to speaker and from
time to time .

But asserted disagreement or

.2! !aoto

applioation to only one extreme fonn of vagueness.

disagreement over

Beyond disagreement

there is the vagueness due to doubt or misgivings, and in this area

yes's and not 8 may match over a ccr.nmunity in spite of uncertainty.
Beyond whatever natural ranQ) of disagreement there is, Quine's
account simply a.ccepts bullyine and assumes that, in the case of

)enu~l\hral

stir-mli the bullying of different people at different times will produce

different results.

But this need not be so.

tiona to assent in certain case ,

If

l'/A

have uniform disposi-

my eould we not also have un.i..form

dispositions to submit to bullying? Quine' s account assumes that tho
statisticQJ. averaging of partlculJ.1.r distortions wUl not ba

~ din~,ort.ion ..

If nYes" and IINot are our only admissible answers thoro is no re<.t.."Jon to
assume that the behaviori t can discover "vaguoneosU tmle s we assume
that all vaguqness must involve disagreement in sti..":1ulu"

fL~anj..nf~

among the

native speakers. 10
~ut

tiS

perhaps the

linguis~

oould identify some native utteranco

"Sanowhat" when he asked him about such words.

But how?

granting the linguist correct belief regarding nycs" and

_ _ _ _ _ _ -_0#.

Even

II~!OIJ,

any time

10t"ce 8.1'10 ahead, p. 70 for an exa:lple of vague usage that depends on
neither doubt nor disagreement for its usage.
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he got the response ItGlik" (which might seem to be translatable as

"Somowhat") it could just
question It or "Haroon If .
9imp~

8S

well mean It! don't understand" or "Stupid

Assuming that "Glik" CB8nt n Somewhat" would

prejudge the question of the gradualness of application of the

word in question.

l"urtbcnnoro, degre<Js of applicability, although perhaps

canprehensible for color words, arc not usually evidenced in other natural
words.

If we inolude chests in our use of "box" sometimes, they are not

included as boxes to

SOOle

degree, but as boxes for the purpose at hand.

For this reason, another suggestion of Quine's is Wltenab1e .

He suggests

that t\ve could refine the notion of stimulus meaning by' distinguishing
degrees of doubtfulness of assent and dissent, say by reaction time . ,,11

This is po rfectly feasible if restricted to the task of woeding out
dubious answers prompted by poor glimpses provided there was supplementary
evidence that the native did have a poor glimpse, but otherwise, delay in
reaction time would only reveal that the native was having difficulty
folloWing the rules of thoJanguage game.

Tho native's doubtfulness may

not be due to aQY characteristio in his language other than its
insusceptibility to the routine of query and assent..

Consigning the

delay-provoking stimuli to the department of second-class applicatiOns
would in no way be justified by the data.

That is, although color words

may admit of degrees of propriety of application, other natural words do
not, and still can resist classification into affirmative and negative
groups.

So Quine 1 s refinoment to include degrees of doubtfulness Will

not work in the first place because reaction time is an unreliable measure

~~ord ~ ObJect, p. 33.

6)

and in the second place because the distortion by the behaviorist is
not

80

much the assignation of doubtful cases to

eitru~r

the affimative

or negative stimuJ.us meanings as the raising of an alternative that

ignores contexts and purposos. l2
The question

not 'Which of the two; "Yes n or tlNo"j! applies,

i~

but whether the alternative applies at all.

~'1gurativel.y,

the native t s

bent answer is "I'm not talking until you tell me What we'ro talking
about. It

dut doesn't Quine recognize the possibility of distortion

through suggestion'l13

Yes, but he underest:iDates it, since he sees

distortion onlY in suggesting possibilities to the native, not in
imposing alternatives on him, and hence dismisses distortion by suru:,"es-

1',ion as no argument against his behavioral method.

Thore is still. another line

at defense for supporters of Quine's

method of behavioral probing, for Quine also seems to recognize the effects
of con+...ext on words, and to account for them:

ttThere is no need to

inSist that the native word be equated outright to any one English word
or phrase.
translated

Certain contexts may be specified in which the word is to be
000

way and others in which the word is to be translated in

another way'. u14 This is aU ver:r well, but how is the linguist to
discover this?

The only context to which 00 has inunediate access is

l2nr. Folleedal has suggested that the purpose is fixed for the
linguist = learning Gubuish. Hut even if the natiVE) realizes this and
thus also has a. fixed purpose, teaching Gubui.a h, this simply means that
the linguist, in asking his q.uestions, is isolated fran all other purposes.

-

1301'. , Ibid. , p. 29 ..

-

14Ibid. , p. 69.

.,

.A1, )

\MM
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the routine of query and assent, which is, so to speak,

110

context at

And since he cannot get into atric't.ly nativo contexts without

all. 1$

fir t learnine that purt of the language, and oannot leam that part

~

-A

~~\.

(/,...f/~

~.

except through quer',{ and aBsent and hypotheses, his distortions of

6l

meaning brought about by quer,y and assent ,1ill preclude his understanding

~

of con...~xt'la1 variation because the only \L'lderstanding he has (his
hypothetioal understanding) assumes contextual stability.

As

u~aal,

not develop it.

Quine l1as a glimpse of this difficulty too, but does
In discussing various inter.f'eronces to the routine of

query and assent he notes an interference "les9 drastic" than others:
tiThe native

may dioaent fr n 'Gavagei' in plain sight of the rabbit's

ears, because the rabbit is in no position for shooting; he has misjudged the linguist' a motive for asking 'Gavagai?' . ,,16

What Quine fails

to realize is that the native mEW not ever f aiihom. the line;uistt s motivos,
and may provide total interference for the laboring linguist, or simp13
refn",e to coo;erate .
All these arguments, objections and replies havo, as the reader
is

11 aware, an air of oxtreme impracticality and improbability about

thorn.

We all know that in :roality the Martian linguist could ewntualJ.¥

learn English whether he was a Quinian or not, because, of course, tho
world io not so penersely organized as it could be, and by a variety of
lSrhe phenanena

examined may be sentences (of one

VIOrd

or more) but

the contextual dependence we are talking about is not simply dependence
on the surrounding sentence, but on the surrounding disoourse in general.

-

16 Ibid., p . 39.

shortcuts ond lucky guesses the linguist would learn the language • ./
Quine t s purpose, and our purpose, has been simply to tlmaximize (the
linguist's] bad luck in respect of descropant observations, in order to
consider what theoretical bearing a native's collateral information can
havo upon 'the linguist's in fact wholly facile opening translat.ion .. 0 17

In actuality, the linguist "hears IQavagai' once, in a situation where
a rabbit seems to be the object of concenl.

He will then tr,r tGavagai t

for assent or dissent in a couple of situations designed perhaps to
eliminate • nbite' and 'Animal' as alternative translations, and Will
fo·rthwith settle upon 'Rabbitt as translation without further experimentthough alwa.Ys in readiness to discover through some unsought eXperionce
that a revision is in order. n18

This way the linguist nIl have little

diffioulty adjustine to cont.ext dependence, incomplete dispositions,
collateral information, and ot her l ocal habits.

The whole point of

Quine's and our euper-cautious specul ations on translation has been to
illustrate theoretical matters.

.!!!

The point has been to discover what,

theeI'll is involved in radioal translation, so that we can better

understand meaning and reforence in ordinary language.

Since the two

views, Quine' s and ours, are developed from virtually the same initial
observations and since the divergena:l of the two views results primarily
from differentrreighting of possibilities and different modes of expression,
we had to resort to farfetohed Ulustrations to maintain any difference
at all.

No other cours

was open to us, Since Quine's praematiSl!l allows

any number of acceptable interpretations of the same data.

18toc • cit.

17Ibid. , PoD 1J>.

--
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But the difference between the viey s is not yet fully
establishe d.

All that has been shown so far is that there are natural

words in English and that the theory behind the routine of quez:y and
assent does not account tor these.

~ ut

it is yet to be shm1n that this

fact makes any difference, in the pra0Uatic sense of effeoting ohanges
in the predictive or explicative capacity of the sciences including these

theoricls of

langua~ .

'Ie must avoid cam. itting the error Quine a cribes to the Oxford
philosophorsl9 of a ~isplaced appeal to the invio1uble essence of ordinar,y
expressions.

If our case hinges on only "subtle irregularities" oi'

ordinarf language that good paraphrase can avoid lthout 105s of
canmunicative efficacy, then we are ca.ring about the "don' t-o are S n . 20
The difference in nature

ence in comrmmicat.ion.

e point to must also be shown to make

19Ibid. , p. 259.
20Cf. Ibid. , pp. 184, 259.

i'

differ-

In preparlltion for showing this .m will ("turn

our attention to a subject skirted in this ohapt..el't

-

til.

vagueness.

CHAPTER

FIVE

VAGUENES) AND EXTENSION

(1) Vagueness and Precision
Vagueness and precision are topics of importance in

Object.

Tho raison d'etre of

(~u1ne' 8

"framework for

in communication and formulation of concepts.

~ ~

th(~or.Y!f

is precision

This framework or scientific

language is n oded, thon, because ordinary language is vague and ambiguous

and conceals undesirable assumptions.

TIe 1ill

be

concerned here with

what Quine mAsna when he says certain words are vague .
As .e have al.Joeady ooen, Quine identifies vague (one word)
ntences through the routine

ot query and aSD6nt

by counting as vague

those sentences that have a "penumbra of vaguenoss tl consisting of
"stimulations in respect or ,hleh th
vary from speaker to

stimulus meanings • • • tend to

peakeI' and from occasion to occasion. ltl

ThEnQuine

goes on to say that "The penumbral objects of a vague term ara the
objects whose similarity to ones for \lhich the verbal response has been
rewarded is r latively slif;ht. ,,2

Thus we

CM

draw a fairJ¥ safe parallel

between the penumbra of stimuli about stimulus meanings and the penumi)ral
objects about extensions.
edges.

The guiding metaphor in both cases is fuzzy

Quine then gives an account of the effect of this vagueness on

the truth of sentences:
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Vagu.eness does not perturb the truth values of the usual
sentences in which vaWle words occur. '~JPical truths about
organisms are true by virtue of certatn unmistakable organisms
independent~ of ~ rulings on vira, embr,yos, slime mold, and
cud. A sentence affirming tho approximate he ight of 1,lount
Rainier is independent of the vagueness of that sintSular term.
Not so a sentence affinning the approximate area or population
of Mount Rainie r; but these are unusual aspects of a mount.,ain
to talk about. Vhen sentences whose truth values hinge on the
penUl!lbra of a vagae word do gain importance, they cause pressure
for a new verbal convention or ohanged trend of usage that
resolves the vagueness in its relevant portion. 3

This notion of vagueness is anchored to the questionable routine
of quer,y and assent in the same way stimulus meaning or extension is;

is just as possibly a distortion as oxtension or stimulus meaning. 4

it is vaguenoss of stimulus meaning or vagueness of extension and as such
Quine' s

description of this vagueness brings his assumption of clasSificationS
into sharper focus, for Q ina talks of the "penumbral objects of a vague

tann" as if tho existence of such penumbral objects determines the term

For Quine a vague term is a. term with a vague extension, and

as vague .
8

term has a vague extension if' and only if the term has penumbral

objeots.

Now if we accept classification as an ultimate starting point

or essential function of langua@9 then this is clearly a good way to
define vagueness, but this is just What we have beel]. a'Toiding.

let us

oonsider an alternative notion of vagueness formulated fran the point of
view of

~.

Let

U5 s~

a word is used vaguely when its use on a particular

.3~. , p. 128.
4See above, p.

59ff.

5See above, p. .30.

occasion results in misunderstanding_6 Then, a word is potentlaJ.9; vague
if it can be used vaguely.
Why do we bother to call a word potentially vague rather than

simply vague?

Because calling a word vague tends to cast aspersions on

all its uses, which is not at all what we, or Quine, wish to do.

Almost

any 'Word can be used in such a way tJ\at misunderstandings arise, and

hence could be called potentially vague.

If 'tv-ague" is to retain some-

thinb of its derogatory connotations, we should reserve it for application to ''ford uses that cause communication breakdowns, and i f no breakdowns do in fact occur, there is no point in oalling the words in question
M.ere disagreement or "vagueness" over stimulus meaning is not a

vague .

failure or vagueness of ocmmunication and has not been shown to have a
bearing on canmunication.

Query· and assent is just one language game,

and is no more directly relevant to meaning or use than other language
games, say, a game of which the objeot was to place proffered words

green.

But, it

words.

But are extensions or stimulus meanings any better connected

"vague

I.

111 be objected, colors do not have anything to do with

Until such questions are answered it is best to restrict

to clear cases of failure of camnunication.

tr

int~ f\ : ;..1).

color oategories, such as "rabbit" is an oran~ word, while "mama" is

with them?

_

This is in keeping

~ve should perhaps want to complioate this by excopting ambifiEous use
(cf. ~ and Object, p. l29)~ which is use of a word such that it can
be understood in two or more ways (and hence, by 1mplication~ misunderstood, if the speaker intends w8Y]. cmd the hearer asS\.llOOS wayJ. It
should be noted that if the hearer simply does not lmow a 'Word used, it
has not been used vaguely since the result is not misunderstanding but
complete failure of understanding. If one does no'tknow Russian, one
cannot ffi!!understend a Russian sentence .

wr'r
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with the pragnatic spirit; we should not derogate anything until it fails
somehow to do i t s task.
No .. to call a word potentially vague is not to den.y it utility

or even precision (un1e ss we take precision as absolute) .
following example.

COllside r the

The Gubu nation is made up of .tegroes, C. ucasians,

Amerioan Indians, and Orientals, and all the strains in between, but the
Cubun have just four words that they use when they want to mention the
oolor of sane one , s skin.

These words oan be equated to a oertain extent

with the English expressions "Hegro n , "Caucasian", etc.

But they are

also used to identify all the intermediate strains and oOOlbinations,
including combinations of three or all four types.

The use of these

\Yords to indicate the L'l ixtuteS depends mora or less on (1) to wham one
is talking, (2) th color 01' tho speaker t s skin, and (J) whether what
one is saying is praise, bl ame, or indiff erent news.

uut these

detennining conditions are not explioi t in the learning process, so that
the proper use of the words requires so athing like a knack
, rather than

kno rledge of a

I'llle .

One

ho has acquired the knack oan use the

and be understood, and can understand the usage of others.

'W01'CiS

' !hen th.us

used successfully the words fulfill the most obvious requirement of

preciSion:

understanding of comnunieation.

ow let us suppose that

sometimes misunderstandings arise, due say to the hearer's misjudgment of
tho degree to

111ch what was said was intended as praise .

occurl'ence would be vague use of the \yord in question.

M)y such

out this can just

as well be tr.e fault of the speaker as the fault of the word it.se1f.

If

others make it through life 'Without ever running into such difficulties,
then who is to say that the word. is defective?
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This potential vagueness would go entirely unnotioed by the
behaviorist.

First, the misunderstandinl5 that

co~

arise from use of

the words do not depend on disagreement as to application but on

misjud~ent

Second, the behaviorist, una are of the depondence of the

of motives.

use on the context and the situation would tend to identify as disagreemont m:er

a~plicat1on

dU'£· ranees ·that are legitimate and acknowledged

features of the words' uses.

Tho Gubuish laneuame carulot, on the grounds of these words, be
declared vague relative to another language, but only, perhaps, less
detailed.

The ir usage

vagueness) relative to

would not bother

tr~

ight be declared vague (taking Quine' e notion of
SOil'll

anthropologist's class f'ozuulations, uut this

Gubus in conducting their effa.irs, and 18 hardly an

indictment of the Gubu tongue .

As the Gubus learn more of the outside

t"
Word and its ways, the increase in experienoes that nliE)1t lead to vague

I
:u~s (simply because there are more things to talk about) will tend to
lead to tho coining of new words or the adap.tion of old words.
a praotical limit to this however, and the
be expeoted to accept a certain degree of

lhbue,

There is

like the English, can

Imown potential vagueness in

most of their 'Words, rather than adapt words or invent new words on slight
provocation.

Dut notioe that 'the procedu.re of coining a new word doos

not make the language less vague, but more detailed,7 and we need not see
the procedure of
acceptance of one

adaP~iOn
mo~

as the redrawing of' bOWldarioe, but aa the

focus in the norm

ot u

of a word.

So a potentially vague \Yord is not vague except when it is llsed
1See Chapter 'ilIon coinlng words.

).
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vaguely.

To sugcest othcrtevise and deplore the lack of boundaries is li1{G

downGrading tho violin because it has no trets; natural words" lim
violins, can be a.s precise as we 11ke- i t all depends on how we use them.
iiords that are potentially vague can be used vaguely of course,
and tf1ttgenatein gives us a good example :
the children a game . '
I

"Someone says to mG 'Show

I teach them gaming with dice, and the other says,

I didn't mean that Bort of game . '

Must the exclusion of the game with

dice have cane before his mind wOOn be gave me the order?"

8 "Game" has

been used vaguely in this example, but it is not always used VQb'Uely
because we do not always run into difficulties liko the one in the
exam.ple .

W1ttgenste1n's question brings out our point.

If Ifgame"

had an extension (if what Quine calla an. extension and deten'Jine s by
query and as

nt had azwthing to do ,'lith the use of the word) we could

expect that gaming with dice was e i ther included or excluded in the
extension.

But c learly inclusion and excl usion of gmning were not

involved in the use of the word in this case.
Procision is relative to the purpose at hand- a fact obvious to
the engineer, less obvious to the philosopher of language .

littgenstein

offers us another good example:
If I tell someone "stand roughly hera"--msy not this explanation
work per.t'ectly? And cannot every other one faU too?
But isn't it an inexact explanation1- Ye s ; why shouldn.. t we
oaU it H:tnex8ct"? Only let us understand what ":inexact" means.
bor it does not mean "unusable". And let us consider what we
ca.ll an "exact" explanation in contrast it,h this one. Perhaps
something like drawing a chalk line round an area? Here it
strikes us at once that the line has breadth. So a colour-edge would
be more exact. But has this exactness still got a funotion here:
isn't the engine idling?n9

8Philosophieal Investigations, p.

-

9Ibid . , p. Ll.

35.
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We can sea now how close Quine cooes to saying,\, hat we
say, for in the quote on page 67 he says just this:

ant to

"Vagueness" is not

harmful in most ordinary talk, nor is it "incompatible with precision" J
furthennore encountered penumbrae "oause pressure for a new verbal
convention or changed trend of usage that resolves the vagueneso in its
relevant portion. "

What is the difference?

overl¥ finicky In our expression?

Are we not simply being

The answer lies in the conclusions to

be drawn from these parallel observations.

(XI) Explication
~ ~

Object is in large llleasure an apology for logioal oxplioa-

tion, and the justification of explication depends, as we

hall see, on

Quine's particular analysis of ordinary language .
In Chapter II we discussed sentences of semi-ordinary language,

the mechanical expansion of sentences in canonical notation.

Arriving

at them from the other direction, they are £araphrases of absolutely
ordinary sentences.
Commonly al 0 the result of such mechanical expansion will
display an extraordinary cumbersaneness of phrasing and an extraordinar,y monotony of reiterated elements; but !!! ~ vClCabulary
~ constituent grammatical constructions !!!! ~ ordinerr. [my
i talied ] Hence to paraphrase a sentence of ordinary language
into logical symbols is virtually to paraphrase it into a special
part still of ordinary or semi-ordinary language; for the shapes
of the individual characters are unimportant. So ~e see that
paraphrasing into logical symbols is after all not unlike what we
all do every day in paraphrasing sentences to avoid runbiguity. 10
It would seem to be true that the vocabular,y of
lO~ ~ Object, p. 159.

Be

i-ordinary
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language ia ordin,:lry, since there are the

ords and phrases, perfectly

1Z1derstandable, e bedded in the semi-ordinary sentences.

iihat fon:; the e

general tenus.

ords and phrases take .

.But notice

They are all in the role of

For exa:nplo, in tl(x)(if x is a dog then x barks)"ll

"is a dog" and flbarks" are general terms, specific examples fitting tlJ3
canonical form I
(x)(Fx? ax)
One of the requirements of this forn: is t.hat fa can, at least in theory,

determine which objects in our univer
other

words~

fulfill the anteeedent;12 in

we must be able to say of any object in our universe whether

the general tem in tho anteoedent is or is not true of it.

In mill

other ords, we must be able to dat mine the exttmDion of the general
term; no tertium qUid aUo ed.

But th n the vooabulaxy of semi-ordinary

language does not mclud natural vords ; in the process of paraphrasing
into sa

1

-ordinary

1aIlgua~

our natural

ords must, pick up extensions,

since .e have shown that they do not have extensions, in the sense that
extensions for them cannot be determined, except through di",tortion and
arbitrar,y assignment. 1)
uut Quine

eems to recognize this discrepancy bet en the rigid

components of canonical notation and the more protean expressions of
ordinary language, and he insis ts that the eXpressions in his semi-ordinar.y

-

llIbid. , p. 114.
l2Ibid. , p. 232.
l3Having no extension in this way should not be oonfused with being
non-axtenslonal, as are general terms in opaque oontexta. Cf .. Ibid. ,
p. 141ft.

-

7,
language are not synonymous with ordinar.y expressions, but only
approximations, paraphrases

~signed

to el:1Jninate the protean character

of their ordinar-i oounterparts.
Vie do not claim to make clear and explicit ....hat tho users
of the unclear expression had unconsoiously in Inind all along.
l'~e do not expose hidden L'1eanings, as the \Vords t analysis t and
'explication' sllggest; we supply lacks. \,0 fix on the particular
functions of the unclear expression that make it worth troubling
about, and tr;.en devise a substitute, clear and couched in tenns
to our liking, that t111s those functions. Beyond those oonditions of p rtial agreement, dictated by our interests and
purposes, any traits ot the explicans cane under the head of
, don' t-cares f . 14

-

But does Quine really mean to inolude all transfoI"'r.llatiol1s :into

semi-ordlnar;r luneuace under tho heading of explication?

It would seem

that b.o is talking only of tho speciflc instances of oxplication in
whioh he argues for particular pa:raphrases to meot pa.rticular requ1re-

monts, such a
names, etc.

~l~

explica ions ot opaque contexts, the reparsll1g of

It is not at all obvious that he wants us to understand flis

a dog" as short for sane implicit explioation under whioh the general

tom has a determinate extension.

Furthermore , any explication must be

explicit, obviously, and thus eaoh general term in a oanonical context
must be acoompanied bJ a oonsidered argument to the effeot either that
it is not a natural

ord or phrase, and hence bas an extension, or that

it is, or is short. for, a particular eXplication that itsoli' determines
an extension.
Then there is the question of how to determina that a word is
natural and hence in need of explication.
that its extension is

flva~etl .

'lhe best Quine can do is show

(All this mean.s for sure is that the word

16

resisted Quine's behavioral analysis.)

Here Vie are connecting extension

with affirmative stimulus meaning, as wa.s suggested in Chapter II, p.34
and Chapter III, p . 42.

Approximately, if the stimulus meaning of a

sentence co.r.posed of a single general term is "vague", the cr.ension
of the f.,'Oneral term is "vague" .

Having shown thiS, he could then

present an explication that ienored the vagueness and accounted for only
the clear applications, or on13" the applications that are of importance
to him for the purpose at hand.

Then the move from. ordinary language to

semi- ordinary language would always have to be aocompanied by the explioation of all natural general tenns.

~~ Object, and it is in fact

But there is nothing of all this in
denied.

lS

The reason should be obvious;

in spite of Quincts oonciliatory remarks about "vagueness" and lack of
boundaries in ordinary language, heviawa vagueness of extension in
ordinaIjl' words as tho exception rather that the rule, and sees no
danger in letting the average ordinary word cross over into canonical
contexts.

For all practical purposes, Quine seems to think, ordinary

words have clear extension unless they are obviously detective or vague
in some

'Ii

ay relevant to the containing argument.

};"or example, color

words are vague for allr.ost all purposes, and "mountain" i9 vague when
we are talkine about population or area.
of

tem~

Given this vieW, the extensions

in canonical notation can be superimposed over torms of ordinary

languaee 'l."ith vnly negligible distortion 1:1' any.
But we have proposed an alternate view that suggests that
vaguene e of

eJ~ension

lSIb1d •• p. 160.

is the rule, not the exception, and that furthe rmore,
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vagueness of extension does not

130

muoh reveal vagueness in a word as

the inappropriateness of the concept of extension.
case, neither a word nor a

OOOlpleX

If this is the

phrase of ordinary language oan be

embedded in canonical notation without first establishing that the word
(or the phrase as a whole) has an extension.

And if the word or phrase

was natura,! (and determining this is not a job for behaviorism) it would

have to be exelicated; that is, replaoed in the oanonical framework by

a non-natural 'lOrd or phrase .
on~

But since vagueness of extension, the

vagueness disooverable by the behaviorist, does not raveal that a

word is natural or potentially vague, but onl.1 that the concept of
extension is possibly 1nappropriate to the Situation, the arguments in
favor of explication lapse, beoause our aoceptance of an explioation
depends on our aoceptanoe that vagueness of extension points to an

undesirable and unneoossa17 feature of our ordinary language .

Ar.r:r

particular explioation must l::e accompanied by an appeal of the type,
"ThereJ

Doesn't this fonnulation do everything the old word doos,

except for eliminating 'the dubious uses?"

And it there is no

particular reason for acknowledging any dubious uses, there will be

--

no partioular reason for accepting this explication ........
as a substitute
tor
.

the old word.

It may be accepted as simply another term in addition,

as different from the old word as "protein '} is frQll "meat", but not as
a replr:tceroont.

This brings us to our major point of disagreement with Quine.

BY' maintaining that the expansion of the canonical notation is semi....
ordi.nary, Quine gives the impression that with the exception of certain
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constructions and expressions we can simply plug ordinary words into the
canonical framework and achieve the rigor required for deductive argument.

He suggosts that "is a dog" in (x)(x is a dog 0

x barks) is just

the same ae uis a dog" in " My pet is a dog," or any other complately
ordinary sentence with that predicate .

But~

we insist, onl¥

m1d

VIOrdS

phrases With extensions can be used in canonical notation in the role
of general terms and since natural words have no extensions they do not
belong in canonical contexts as general terms.
The only eeneral terns admissible to canonical contexts, then,
are non"'ilntural terms.
be seen, perhaps,

D8

Sane of these non-natural or definite terms can

explications of natural terms, but we have pointed

out that such explication should not be seen as an improvement or replaoement, but simply as a conventional word in addition to the natural word,
adopted for a particular purpose .

As we Will show in Chapter VII, there

are sane quite legitimate purposes for which no such explication can be
adopted.
dut now 'We are faced \'Iith the problem of definite terms.

How can

it be that some words of ordinary language are not natural, but definite,
and more important, hen'l can it be that some phrases of ordinary language
are natural, and others, also ma.de up of natural words, are definite?
The difference lies, again, in the word learning process and in the
uses of definition.

CHAPTER

SIX
~/OTWS

lEFINITE

.

(XII) Definition and Definitetiords

Quine's views on definition 'Vill serve as a starting pOint for
this final stage of our analysis of ordinary language.

In "Two Dogmas

of '8mpiricism ,,1 he describes three <\1fferent types of 'idefinitional
- j
aotivity" whioh he does not name{ but whioh \10 oan oall, following his
descriptions, ell pirical, e?splicative, and conventional.
"i::mpirical definitions are found in dictionaries.

If Baneons

suggests that "bachelor" is defined as "unmarried manit, and we ask who
defined it thus, the anS\'ier is that the lexioographer did.
lexicographer is an empiric al

scient i~t,

"'r ho

whose business is the recording

of antecedent facts} and if he glosses "bachelor tl as "unmarried man" it
is because of his belief that there is a relation of synonymy bet roen
those forms, implioit in general or preferred usage prior to his mm

'work. n

The notion of a preexisting synonymy is not clarified, but it

is clear that this synoJl,)":ydoos not rest on the lexicographerts definition,

but rather vice versa.
In

explicativ~

clel'i!1ition "the purpose is not merely to paraphrase

the defin1endum into an outright synoD,Ym, but actually to improve upon
the

dofin~~um

by refining or supplementing its meaning.

('-

lFran .2 ~og;cal Point ~!!!e!, p. 24££.

But even
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explication, though not merely reporting a preErx1sting synonymy tetween
dofiniendum and defini!nS, does rest on

~the!.

pral$xiating synonymies .. \I

Howev.r, Ita definition of explicative kind generat.os, by fiat, a rela....
tion of synotl,fIllY bet teen definiendum and definiens which did not hold
before. "

The third kind of definition is "the explicitly c onventional
introduction of novel notations for purposes of sheer abbreviation.
Hera the definiendum. becomes synonymous lith the definiens simply

because it has been oreated expressly for the purpose of being synonymous
with the definiens . t1

Also callod by Quine "for,;]al definitionll2 .. in the

canonical notation it does not equaw definions and definiendun as
synonymous, which is as yet unclear, but simply as coextensive. )

It is generally held that in

tmy

case of definition, the definiens

is synonymous with the detiniendum. 4 Whatever Usynonyrnous" is taken to

mean, it is clear that lI.n'V satisfactory notion \lUl demilnd SQlle degree
of interchangeabilitYJ in Quine· s extensional logical language thore is
interchangeabil ity of coextensive tonns, and thus coextension takes the
place of

syno~.

Now in the case of conventional and explicative

definition, there is no doubt that def1n1ens and definiendum are
they are

s.YRo~OUs

by fiat.

2 <athemi.ltical Logio, p.

3~ ! Logioal Point

Syno~oUB;

But is it so clear that an empirical definiens

47.

2! View,

p. 132.

~oo diffioulties with the notion of synonymy, discussed by Quine
in "'!.'wo Dogmas" are indeed ereat, so rather than try to present a working
criterion of synonymy we ill appeal.. follOWing Quine, to our intuitive
concept of synon;ymy, and simply assume that it is oamnonly shared and
scmehow a product of the learning background$ (Cr. Chapter II) "
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is synonymous yith the definiendum?

As Quine says, it is clear that

the definition is not the £ounq for synonymy as in the other two cases,
and we may go further and say that the empirical definiens is at most
an

a~tempt

at a synonymous expression.

and yet, strangely enough,
~

'''4''6

It m.ay fall short of synonymy

Will still consider it a definition, albeit

an approximate definition.
Quit~ .. §.9~.~no~_~~~...enough·().t:.j(n~fLg~!,~~nce .

definition differs
in that it is an

radical~

The lexic0Jrapher's
from explicative or conventional definition

approx~.ation,

a criterion for application.

subject to revision, and not usually

That is, with an explicative or conventional

definien<hm, .'Ie are guided in our use by our knowledge of the definiens,
but it is rarel¥ tho case in ordinary English that our knowledurre of the
lexicographer's definition guides our use.

The use of most ordinary

English words, and the looming of them, is logically prior to their

definition, and although those of us conscious of the siz

of our

vocabularies may be forever looking up vords in dictionaries and asking
pa~ents

and teachers for definitions. these definitions take us

on~

half way 'tio knowledge of the prope r use of the words. S And many

dictionary definitions do not even pretend to syn0l\Y'lDY, but merely
prep nt a serios of approxinat10ns designed to bring the reader close to
the proper use of the word by the chemistry of analogy_

It will oome as no surprise to the reader if we now identify the

words that we learn and use without definitions, ith the natural words,
-'Every urade-school teaoher knows the limits of definition; remember
the old saw, UUse the word three tir.tes and it 16 yours. "
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and the words defined by fiat with the definite.

This means we are

replacing Quinets trio of definitions with a pair:
tion and definition by fiat.

empirical defini-

No distinction will be made, for the

present, between explicative and conventional definition.
This identification requires argument, because earlier we dofined
natural words as • ords both confOrming to incomplete dispositions and
being context-<iepencient, and definite words as those confonning to
cmplete dispositions and not being context-dependent.

Metaphorically,

we must now show what a definition by fiat does to a word to make it
definite.

First, it should now be cleat' why we c;111 the focal, contextdependent words na.tural.

they originated, developed, and their patterns

of use were established without

ro~al

definition.

Their roots are on

the edge of pre-history and their shifts in meaning have been gradual
and, for the most part, imperceptible .

'l'hey ere natural because they

have no authors vro can point to.
Definite words are inventions.
~o

ret

US

invent a word, flfu:rd" .

far it is just a syllable, four letters, a sound.

It only beoomes a

word When we define it, and once we have defined it, "furd" oan be seen
as simply an abbreviation for our dotiniens.

is just a dafinition with a nametag.

So what Vie inv nt, really,

The definitions of definite words,

-

we can say, a.l"e phrases made up of ut least two words which may or may

not be natural.

But at the end of our string of definitions there must

be some made of natural words, there being no others.

The question before us now is, how can a phrase (as a definition
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ens

ith our definite

natural fOrda?

nd

C

word.

co

is mad up of

Purto!' the answer is that not all such de.f.'ining

definite, and hence it is possible to define a

phrases a
f

ord) be definito if i

ord by f1at

outith s<xoothing as lacking in boundaries as aT.T¥ natural

'or example, 11' our definition of "furdtl is ttboorioh sportsman"

our word is no mora definite thtm "boor1 h1t or l'siJortsaan" .

E(. ch word

lacks boundaries and \100n the two are put together tho result lacks
boundaries.

jut there arc ways of imtting worda togethor so that the

result is definite.
F1ntt,

. can get san dAfinite

ordB by the christening process.

A chri tenine io n definition by fint in Whicl} thE:> definiena is, so to

speak, an aot of ostonaion.

'rho resulting proper nouns, since they apply

to only one thing, and since that thing is usu l1y thOtl€h not always
r

quito discrete fran its surroundings,. provide us nth boundaries in the
obJeot, like '*Empire State 8uilding" I "Middlesex County", and "Pr(1))seor
Roderiok l'irtb" .

Now given those empirical boundaries in the objects,

not in the use of tho worde, we oan use theso boundaries to circUtI'lseribe
':.11£1 bOUndllryleSS mftt.rence of natural words.

ThusJlnsn'" is a natural

ord but given our knowledge of tile contonts of the F..m.pire State

Building "man in tho Empi:ro State Building at time ttl is definite because
the bOllndari 8 of the Empire f.:tate Building enolose a cert.ain area in

which 'Va urt) sure there Will be no penumbral objects of "r en".

rr

re~ing

on our empi.rical lmowledi..7S of 11mited areas we can ensure for

ourool

II

that any partiC"lllar a

of certain \tords.

a will be devoid of penumbral objects

fie mey object to any attempt to pin down the boundary
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of the word "hat", since our use depends on context and we have never
considered a boundszy for it, but we will accept "'hat worn by John
~mithtl

as a definite, bounded tenll, if we happen to have the

knowledge that John Smith does not go in for such dubious headgear as
berets, baseball caps, crash helmets, or lampshadas.

'The whole range

of alien alternatives is screened out by the phYsical boundaries of
the object named by the singular term.

The definiteness of our standards of weights and measures is
achieved by a similar process, resting on the christening of certain
physical objects as the standard foot or meter or pound, or Greenwich
Obsol"lTatory.

Enumerat.ion is another road to definiteness and can be

seen as a series of christenings, perhaps extended as far as one likes
by scme rule of generation, as in the case of natural numbers.
Definite phrases do not need to depend on christened woros if
we simply use our empirical kno\'fledge to isolate areas.

J

lthough the

use of the verb "reject tl and the detenninine of what things are rejected
depends on what we are talking about.. and what is to count as a factory
also depends on context, "factory reject" is definite by virtue of tho
intersection of eonte>..-t .

Any object we would hesitate to call a rejeot

would certainly not be a factory rejeot.

This is a matter of degree,

and no doubt even the definiteness of "man in the Empire State Building"

could be ohallenged by an outlandish enough possibility, but that is just
the point.

Judiciously

orded phrases, by restricting contexts through

the process of intersection, make penumbral objects wry unlikely to the
point that suggesting such objeots as possible objections to the use of
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a phrase becomes foolish quibbling.

This is the advantage of the phrase

over the amele natural word; it explicitly limits context.

This is

all very obvious and har<D.y worth mentioning except for the corollury
state~ent

that in our use of definite words, as opposed to our use of
orda, it is tho antecedent limiting phrase that euides our

natural

applic'tion.
The radical difference between definite and natural words is that

a d finite word is defined by fiat or christened, and it is this
re~

that

on to detennine application.

cree

Whatever the relative

airtightness of the definition, it is at least not just approximately
synonymous

ith tb word,

of natural

orda can occur because of misjudgment of purposes and contexts

( se

<"'

8S

are empirical definitions.

Misunderstandings

ction 10) but the defin1 tion of a definite word makes these

explicit.

In the terms of intension and extension, definitions by fiat

are accepted functionally as intensions, but empirical definitions are

not.
As 'I'e suggested in Chapter IV, there are many definite v ords in

ordinr ry English, and tl:1c acts of ohristening or definition by fiat

behind them haVE) in many cases all but disappeared, and yet there is no
doubt that we can always appeal if necessary to the definition or
christening.

Titles, such as "aSSOCiate professor" and tlfireman",

ords for artifacts owing their existence to preilxisting purposes and

signs, such as "safety pin ll and ndiotionary", and words anchored to
some antecedent essentially arbitrary process, such as "factory reject",
ttprocinctll , and uhusband", ure all ordinary definite words.
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(XIII) Science and Definite Words

Suoh is our penchant tor classifying and defining that we often
obscure the di!,ferenca between the natural and the definite .

When

sciences develop around natural words, these words are replaced by
definite explications, but tho natural word is often kept on as an
Wormal nametag, like "plant" or nfish" for the class1.fytng biologist.
If wa are led by this into thinking of animalotds and similar soml-

soientific words are definite,

VJe

corne up with ouch atrange results as

"All crows are black" is analytic.

It would seem :i..f the definition of

"crO\1'1I says at least that crows are blaok birds, that "All crows are
black" 1s true by definition, just like "All bachelors are unmarried.

If

But whereas there is a genuine intuition or feeling of analyticity

about the latter, there is not about the fonner.
as a matter of semantical anchoring:

Quine explains this

"One looka to 'unmarried

an I as

semantically anchoring 'bachelort beCause there is no sociall:y constant
stimulus meaning to govern the use of the word) sever

1~s

tie 'with

'unmarried man' and you. leave it no very evident social determination,
hence no utility in communication. u6
in the ease of "Crowlt.

This obviously would not be needed

So Quine has recognized the dependence of the

ordinary word "bachelor" on an antecedent definition, and the independence
of observation words tram the same.

What Quine does not see is that only

the words dependent on antecedent definitions are definite and hence
suitable to canonical contexts.
Quine glosses over the distinction between evoryday talk using

6word ~ Object. p.

56.
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natural word

and sCientific talk using definite words, since he does

not see that natural observational words do not det r l:}in.e extensions
and that explication must be found for them to put them on a par with
5er:1'.ntically anchored words like "bachelor Tt •

It is not that he does not

recognize the "v, guenese" in n turnl \vords or understand the nature of
explioation. but ju t that he
tion in all transposition

or

not ackno'1ledge the need for explica-

dOOB

natural expressions from their ordinary'

non-deducttve enviromnent into the rigorous frame ork of canonical
notation.

His tolerance for IIvaeucness" is particularly' revealed in his

remark about th

truth of sentence

cont.aining vague words:

"Vagueness

does not perturb the truth values of the usual sentencen in which vague
i'lorda occur.

Typical truths about organisms are true by virtue of co rt.ain

...,-

unmistakable organi s independently of any rulings on viral' embryos,
.-/

slime mold, and oud. " 7
i

This is perfectly true as lone as What it mean

that we oan ake perfeotly tru

Horgani

,fI

statements using the ndtural word

without subjecting ourselves to a challenge to clarify

our extenSions, but if it suggests that the scient.ist oan do the same
thine within a logical framework it is misleading.

make perfectly tru

The scientist can

statements about organisms on the basis of his

definition of "organism" without deciding on whether vira and embryos
are organism

under his definition.

Kaplan and Schott make this misunder-

standing explicit in their attempt to construot lith probability and sot
calculus, "entities having vaguen
but which,

-

8S

characteri tio of actual classes,

h n this degree is minim 1, correspond to th

1Ibid. , p. 123.

precise sets
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of Principla Mathematica. IIB

They attempt. to assign weights to class

members so that "overy indivldual is an instance to some degree or other
of the class, rather than taking some individuals to be instances without
qualification and thf'l rest not at all. "

wihat they fail to see is that

scientists do not a.t first make ,m approXimation and then "idealize" it,
but in the mere act of olassifioation rely on their formulated inten-

sions or dQfinitions and hence abandon all oonsiderations of approximat10n.

en approximation is used in science (as in lexicography) it is

simply not considered classif'ication.

The classes of science are estab-

lish d b.1 fiat and each individual has an arbitrar,y oight of 1.
and

Kaplan

ehott have rightly identified the divergence between ordinary talk

and mathematical classification, but their worr,y over measuring the
precision of classes is mispla.ced.
It might be objected at this point that quantification, an

llnport.ant feature of scientifio language, presents a very erodible and
useful reconstruction of our natural use of "all" and yet requires that
the general terms within its jurisdiction dete:rmine extensions.

-

e say anything about all the Ft s if til"" does not

oote rmine

How

an extension?

all "
have learned, as the old adage

The anew r is simply that we have learned by experience not to use
unless

W:;.

I;,<lu establish a class.

. reminds us, that there is

generalization

'Ii

If we are smart,

Claa

\j9

CM

an exception to every rule,

ill have at best uncertain examples
e avoid sa;ring that all

}.t~t 5

It

and that any large

and

usually exceptions .

are Gts, unless we either

8Abraha, Kaplun and Hermann F. Schott, "A Calculus for Empirical
an,
thodos, 1960.
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are prepared to make an arbitrary classification of F t a (dafini tion by
fiat) or aJXl limiting our Fts by some independent restriction, as in \tAll
the cOins.!!! & aocket are genuine . "

In the first case we are falling

back on a defining phrase determining an extension, and in the second case

we are stipulating that all the objects we are concerned with fall Within
a certain distinct an:a8 of our ken llhose boundaries are independent of

the meaning .of the word referring to the objects.
an acourate recreation

or

definite \'lords, or when

l'1e

So quantification is

-

our beat use of "all"; we only' usa flall" with
can delimit our object by other means.

Before leaving the subject of invented or coined words, we
should make it clear that not all coined words depend on antecedent
defini tions; some are more like natural worde.
us

Like natural words their

is anchored to an observed characteristic or union of characteristics.

ItAt the very beginning of one's learning of language, thus, words are

learned in relation to suoh likenesses and contrasts as are already
appreciated without benefit of words. n9
the same .

These · ooined words are much

iirst comes the noticing of a likeness of

certain of the things that go on.

BOOla

kind in

Then canes the \:Tord, and finally the

coiner must sot about trying to define it so that others will understand
just 'lhat it. is that seems worth oollating to the coiner.

And as in the

case of the lexicographer, any definition the ooiner may offer may 'be
only" an approximation of what he means .

No combination of words carries

with it a guarantee of synonymy with the coined word, and still the word
911S COpe and Laneuage of Science", p.

4.
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can be useful and precise.

vje are

ineffable criterion of application.
Why should there be?

Bpeakir~

here of a eract1caPl

Is there any thine absurd in this?

Thero is no relation bet'Ween the observed similari-

ties in our experience and the words that already happen to exist
that ensures that !Bl. simllarity can be adequately pointed out by
a coclbination of th{1 preexisting words.

The utUity of such words depends on the ability of the coiner
to br-lng the general public to what he feels is the prope r use of tho
word.

The more esoteric the similarity onvisioned, the more chance

there is that it i13 tho result of a purel,y porsonal idiosyncrasy of
perception or outlook, or that it is a figment of the coiner's imagination.

:e find such extremely dubious innovations canmonly in the

--

palaver of art critics, and when Art News finds "the ticking of an idclock" behind

th~

paintings of Robert Motherwell and fails to offer a.rq

definition of such tioking, it 113 pretty clear that "id-olocktl will
never gain the public utility of "schizophrenia" or "McCartbyismtl , two
more successful coinings.

In between tho extremes we find the faddish

slang words like "square" and "digtl, each of which, once you get the
hang of them, have quite precise noms of uoo.

Needless to say, such

coined words have no place in logical argument, since deduction,
according to the l'ulos of' quantifioation theory, assumes of' eaoh general
tenn just what the coiner is endeavoring to .formulate:

a criterion

through which the application of the ten1 to any particular object oan
be decided.

Each type of coined word, the definite and the natural, i8
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vulnerable to a particular type of defect.

Natural coined words can be

me nineless in the sense that they simplY fail to refer to a
feature of experience .

recogni~able

On the other hand they can be very valuable in

that they allow us to say' something that no other combination of words
can readily say.

This can always be a matter for argument, but Nietzsche's

recoining of the Go man word flbl:Sse 1J would seem more meaningful and useful
than Reich's !forgone".

Definite \'lords automatically

~fer

to some

separ ble feature of experience, if their definitions are canprehensible
at all, but with them there is the danger, not of meaninglessness, but
of insignificance in the sense of lack of utility.

This is relative to

the endeavor at hand) if we define furds as naU people who have been
within tvJenty feet of President ?usey since 8:00 )i . M. on March

15,

196)"

our word Will refer to a noat class of people but the word will be useless, unless perhaps President Pusey oarne down with somo highly
contagious disease on that date .

CHAPTER

SEVEN

(XIV) Natural Language and Philoso2Sl

Our argument has now advanced through the three steps proposed
in Ohapter I e

In Chapter III our examina.tion of (}ubuish and radical

translation proved that if incompleteness of disposition and context-

dependency were the case, the behaviorist-linguist could not describe
the

ituation.

'e also gave arguments in Chapter III to show that such

a language could exist;

would be possible in it.

i .! . ,

it could be learned, and communication

Chapter

presented examples and arguments

to the effect that such a language doe exist; the natural words in
English fulfill these requirements.

The remainder of Chapter

]l

and

Chapters V nd VI have developed this idea further and ans1;rered objec-

tions.

The task that remains is to shmv that this makes a difference.

As suggested at the end of Chapter V, the import of our argument will
be that there are

perfect~

legitimate and important philosophical and

scientific endeavors that cannot be oxpressed in the "austere idiom"
of Quine's scientific language .

Ve have shown that natural words cannot appear in canonical
contexts as general tenns (except as elements in definitions that do
detennine extensions), and hence sentences that have natural words or

phrases in the position of general terms can be represented in canonical
contexts only by proxy, through explications.

dut explica.tions are not
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improvements, except relative to a particular undertaking. l

Now in

spite of a "partial parallelism of function" 2 between the natural word
and its explication. the explication simply 1s not the same word. 3
But the fact remains that there are many tmportant and baffling
questions that are, of necessity, framed in natural language, because
they are questions concerning the meaning (in any sense you want) of

the :important natural words, like "manti, "God", "freelt, "voluntarytl,
"good", ".just ll , and so forth.

It serves no purpose to dismiss these

words as vague or unscientific. because these u.re the words that make
the world go round, however we may downgrade them.

To put the matter

melodramatically, when the mob is screaming for Justice, the philosopher
who suggests that they acoept his explic ation of the term has missed the
point.

To put it another

By,

i f vie all act as if

- -

Ol

certain word were

sir,nificant, it is signif i c ant and deserves e xplanation, not explication,
because, as Quine remarks, explicat ion is e l imination.

If the question put to the philosopher is ItWhat is justice'?u
or

" {~hat

makes eanething good'l", he may refonnula:te the question along

any lines he likes, and remove the whole matter to the realm of logical
ana~sis,

but when he doe

this he is

simp~

answering another question.

The original question goes unanl.')l\"Eu-ed and unexplained, and yet it

deserves to be looked at too.
l5ee above, Section XI and p.
91, and also Quine, who agrees to
some extent, ~ ~ ObJect, p. 183.

2~ ~ Object, p. 261.
3See above, pp. 7
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This move from the natural question to the definite formulation
has been, of course, a standard manoeuvre of philosophers since Plato.

Sp1noza may well prove that "Godll exists in his

~thicsJ

but when one

realizes that the natural word nearest to Spinozats eventual definition
of "Qod rl is tluniverse ll , our translation baok into natural language
showing that Spinoza proves the existence of the universe will not be
very exciting.

This is an eX'treITJ.e example at what we meant at the end

of Chapter VI when we spoke of the relative

utili~

of definite coined

words.
This 1s hardly a new idea, and it has often been abused and
ove rat-atad.

It has often se rvad as a touchstone

usually cool-headed

J:o~reud,

or emotions.

The

---

.....

in discussing rel.i.g1on in The Future ...of an

Ulusion says t

Where questions of religion are ooncerned people are guilty
of every possible kind of insincerity and intellectual misdemeanor.
PhUosophers stretch the lr.eaning of words until they retain
scarcely anything of their original sense; by calling 'Goo' some
vague [!] abstraction which they have created for thomselves,
they pose as deists, as believers, before the world; they may
even prida themselves on having a.ttained a higher and purer
idea. of God, although their God is nothing but an insubstant.ial
shadow and no longer the mighty personality of .religious
dootr1ne.4
The so-called oxtord philosophers of ordinary language should
be seen as watching out. for the comon man l s questions, and doing the

job that the devotees of scientific language cannot do.

this job as no job a t alls

Quine regards

ffTh!!:) notion that analysis must consist

sanehow in the uncovering of hidden meanings underlies also tho recent
4The
of an Illusion, Doubleday jlnohor, p.
........- r"uture ....................

56•
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tendency of some of the Oxford philosophers to take as their business
an examination of the subtle irregularities of ordinar-y language.

And

there is no mistaking the obliviousness of various 1l'iters to the point
about the don't-eares.s

What Quine fails to take into acoount is that this eX&aination
of the subtle irregularities is the only

ay of answering the layman's

question, or at least of explaining to him why he wants an answer.
Quine says, "Jlccorciing to an influential doctrine of VWittgenstein t 8,
the task of philosophy 1s not to solve problems but to dissolve them
by showing that. there wore really none there .

This doctrine has its

li!llit,ations, but it aptly fits explication. ,,6

Uut it also aptly fits

the endeavors of the ordinar,y

lanb~ago

philosopher.

Instead of offering

a substitute for the layman's question, the philosopher of ordinar,y
language tries to oID)lain what led tr.o layman to his question; by
discovering

hat caused the question, he can show' how RUch questions

\\ >
i

should be dealt with, w"ll<lt kind of answer would be suitable, or that
thero is no answer since it is no'l; really a question.

Quina saYD:

It is ironical that those philosophers mos~ influenced by
are larga~ the ones who most deplore the explications just now enumerated. In steadfast l~anship they deplore
them as departures from ordinary usage, failing to appreciate
that it is precisely- by showing how to circumvent th~ problematiC
parts of ordinary usage that 'fe ShUN the prob:B me to be purely
verbal. 7
1ittgen9~1n

But there is another way of showing a problem to be purely verbal, and

>ilord

~ Ob~c.:t, p. 261.

6!2!!!., p .

2(:Q.

7Ibid. , p. 26l~

-

"I,

!'
I
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that is the way described above as

~elanation;

an analysis that

adequately accounts for a f·problemtt by describing it allay in terms of

the causes of misuse or misunderstanding of words has shown a problem to
be purely verbal.
problemt:~tic

tangles of

·nll it should be noted that very often it is not the

parts of or'Clina!.Z. use that are explained away, but tlhe verbal
Bhilosorh~c

use that the ordinur.y language philosopher explains

away by saying the same thing mOre simply in ordinary language . 8

It is not just the grand questions of ethics and aesthetics
that call for the help of the ordinary language philosophers.
Concept

2! ~

epist~nological

~lers

is one example of the same troat.ment of basically
questions.

Putting aside

t}~

question of the success

and failure of the particular efforts, 'Ie \vl.sh simply to stress tha.t
they oannot be thrown out of oourt ! Eriori.

(XV) }Mthods of Ana!rs:i:!
Accepting the task of analysis of ordinary language without

resort to explication, we are stUl :free to choose

OUI'

method.

mlaIysis as dev loped by Quine is the only ohoice ruled out.

dehavioral
In the

course of this paper we have managed "'/ith c oncepts such as nann of noo
and incomplete disposition, but theso were more negative than positive
in value, servine to show ,that was not the case rather t.han What ','las.

It is unlikely that they would serve in any attempt at particular,
positive analysis.

r e have also mentioned several current met,hods,

8In this respeot Quine is an ordinary language philosopher.
Ibid. , p. 3£r.

See
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which lie can n0'\1 consider as serious possibilities.
phenOOlenology, as developed by HUlsserl.

Its devotees

The first was
CI/lim

that

through it we can investigate the meanings (noemata) of our acts, and
hence of our verbal acts.

Now if

Vie

retain Quine's pra(?}llatism, the

only question to be asked is whether it riorks; but this is clearly not
within the

sc~

of this paper.

A second method is that of philosophers

"
like Rylo, Toulmin,
Wisdan, and the later Wittgenswin.

-----.

It is basically

formless, a heuristio method relying on "common sense" and on introspec...
tion and more part.loularly on the uniformity of the results of introspection between author and reader.

A third, perhaps pseudo-scientific

method proposed in this paper was the method of statistical collation
of individual "intuitions" of meaninc, a method that
purposes

s~ply

£01'

all praotioal

tests the unifonnity of results of introspeotion

presumed by \ ittgenstein and canpany.
All these methods

ass~

one thing t hat ouine rejects:

an

individual's belief about what a word means, his ideas (or images)
when he uses a word, can be fruitfully studied.

'Ie have tried to shcr.1

that it is an open question vmether or not the subjective connections
between words and things and images conform enough fran indiVidual to
individual to allow examination.

Quine imagines these personal connec-

tiona to be widely divergent from individual to individual, and urges
that the only point of confonnity that need exist is in observable verbal
behavior.

-

Not denying that this is the only conformity that need exist,

we suggest that there may well also be a significant degree of canfonnity
in the personal cormcctions, the lIintuitions" of meaning.

And since we

(,-- )
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have found that

000

method of anal.ysis, involving the routine of query

and assent, does not even accura.tely account for the outwardly observable
confonnity, lve may well consider the possibility of examining language
in some admittedly less austere

eve ryone has exactly the sa:r.e

"ay.

~

We will not havo to assume that

of the meaning of a word, but simply

that people' s intuitions of lIlaaning correspond to the extent of making
orda socially useful to communication.

This can be a mattel" of degree,

as suggested by the slang eXB.-aples of "square It and "diet!, and there is
probably no question but that we all have sli ghtly different intuitions
of what certain seldan used and subjectively oriented Vlorda mean, such

as "ebullient tt and tlwry".

But this should not dissuade us from

examining them, if they are, important to people .

The degree of consensus

over a coramunity concerning the meaning of, say, "sinful" .'muld seem to
US

to be a very useful bi t of knowl edge to t he framer of a truly

empirical ethiCS, for example .
We shall not try here to adjudicate between methods, since
our purpose has beon just to suggest possibilities rulad out by Quine,
and show that they cay well accomplish what behavioral

ana~sis

cannot,

the analysis of meaning in natural language.

(XVI) Qualifications and lmelications
Our argument is now complete and it remains only to mention a

£eyl' of the implications of our argument, and a few qualifying remarks.
F'irst we should make it absolutely clear that our conclusion is
not that the ordinary language philosopbers are right, and the logicians
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and scientific
function.

t>hiloso~)hers

are wrong, but that. oach ha

a legitimate

The value of Quine's framework for theory as a Comr.llon Law

for logical method is not to be deniod, but only his doctrine that "all
trai ts of reality worthy of the name can be set down in an idiom of this

austere form i£ in any idiom. tt
And when Quine says his semi-ordinary language is a part of

ordinary language be is right, to the extent that definite words are
ordinary.

But although this ensures significance for the results of

manoeuvres in semi-ordinary language, it does not give semi-ordinary

language or the canonical notation the canplete monopoly on legitimate
inquiry, because there arc still the questions of natural language to be
considered, and this falls outside the logicians' province .
rJhat is mista.ken in

~ ~

Object is the doctrine that the

behavioral analysis presented adequately describes ordinary language,
including what we have called natural language .

point, "Let us face it:
anal¥ticity are still not

Quine says at one

our soci lized stimulus synonymy and stimulus
~havioristie

reconstruotions of intuitive

semantics, but only a behavioristic ersatz."

let, us face it:

the

behavioristic aooount as a whole 1e ersata, a construction developed
pragmatically to analyze not so much the workings of ordinary language

as the workings of logical language, and it is the illusion engendered

that these are the sama that misleads.

This is not to say that Quine's

analyses of such phenomena as opaoity and ambiguity of syntax are not,
(

!

acute analyses of functions in ordinary language; they are basically '
independent of the behavioral analysis and do not depend in their
formulation on the use
classes.
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Quine's scientific language, then, i3

~~

functions fit well the prag;.:latlc aims of science .

orsatz,

~d it~

'l'he only dangers of

this li:itlguage arise 'Vthen we forget just how much 01' a pragr atic ersatz

it is.

There are P !"pOses, scientifio purposes, for which we need tho

absoluto precision or WlttgeustS1n t s fleolour-edge", and for these
purposes we must coin words defined by fiat .

:lhe tro-.lblo with tl:1s commOi.'l

philosophical and sOientific move is that by giving our explications the

nametags of natural words we run the risk of deceiving ourselves and our
reade-rs about the signifioance of our words .

We are apt to read into

our explication the c01'l11otationa and Significance of the natur<:-.l word
whose name it 'beax'S.

Our choice of t;-18 v/ords "naturalIf and "definite"

is a case in point; neither word, as we dafined it, was being W'tod in
its ordinar,y sense, and the rhetorical effect g3ined was intonded.

argument did not rely on the ordinary connotations or the termo,
the emphasis helped.

seem to play a

Our

bu~

An exu:nple of a recoining in which connotat.ions

genuim~ ly

mislarutine role would be the philosophic uoo

of "substance", a notion that is probably quite empty, in spite of the

persuasiveooss of the com'lotations.

That bizarre definition and extra-

ordinary use of natural words can lead to real

b~akdownB

in the rational.

faculty was the message of GeorGe Orwell' B slogans, "War is reace" and
This extraordinaIj' use of words is at the root
of most successful propaganda and unsuccessful philosophY.

"Hate is Lovell, in 1984.

Our purpose has been to reconcile sorr.e of the differences between

the logicians and the philosophers of ordinary language .

of

~

!!!2 Ob;lecy

the endeavors of

The purpose

is similar, but th(-) outcome is the swallowing up of

t,h~

ordinaxy language school by t,he analysis and
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reconstruction of' the logicians.

It is this that we have protested;

our conclusion is tl a.t there is room and work to do for both schools .
In the process, we have skirted a number of topiCS that are important
to Quine in

~ ~

Object, but not to our argumont, notably, the

philosophic questions of ontological coofiitment and particula rly the
existence of classes.

\:jO

have

~80

avoided

propositions and intentional contexts.

()uine 1 S

treatment of

v1e have done this not reoause

these questions have no bearing on our view, but because the examination
of them would have doubled the size of this paper, and they were not
logica~

required by our argument.

Our conclusions are not as radical as some of our arguments

might suggest.

In fact, they are the expression of widely held but only

vaguely formulated ideas:

that the conclusions of deductive arguments

are arhitrar.y and dopend on definitions, that the deductive conclusions
of philosophers have no direct bearing on the ordinar,y conduct of life,

and that philosophers could profit by staying closer to the "com::n.on
sense" meanings of words.

The popularity of these common sense vie\'fS

should not detraot from t.he value of these argw,lents in their behalf;
clarifyine the obvious is often more difficult than clarifying the
obscure .

APPENDIX

Dr. Dagfinn Follcsdal, my advisor on this thesis, has suggested
that my interpretation of

~ ~

ObJect is wrong in that I have under-

estimated the extent to which Quine recognizes the lack of boundaries
in orciinalY language .

First, according to Foilesdal, Quine recognizes

the large tertium quid range between affirmative and negative stimulus
meaning.

In support of this Vie oan quote Quine:

"Yet the affirmative

and negative sttmulus meanings do not determine each other; for many

stimulations may be expected 'to belong to

09 i'tOO r .

"1 Follesdal argues

that Quine would have no reason to define stimuluB meaning as an ordered
pair of classes if he thought the elasses Vie re cOOlplcmental7 (all that

would be needed would be the affirmat i ve cla s s) .

But I do not say that

Quine thinks affirmative and negati ve stimulus meanings are complementary,
but just that the

~

stimulations he sees in the tertium guid are

troublemakers like poor glimpses.

In support of this interpretation we

oan quote Quine:
The st~ulations belonging to neither the affirmative nor
the negative stimulus meaning of an oocasion sentenoe are just those
that would inhibit a verdict on the queried sentence, whether through
indecisiveness (ae in the case of a poor glimpse) or through shocking
"the subject out of his lJitse On the other hand the stimulations
belonging to neither the affirmative nor the negative stimulus meaning
of a standing sentence are of two sorts. oosides the inhibitory ones
there am the irrelevant ones, which neither prcrnpt nor inhibit. 2
lWord .~ Object, p. 33.

-

2Ibid. , p. 36.
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Quine certainly does not make much of instance s of indecisiveness,
since his only example is a poor glimpse .
aotual~

It seems to me that if Quine

endorsed a view which denies the Law of the Excluded Middle

in allowing relevant and important stimulations to lie outside the

affirmative and negative stimulus meaning of a sentence, he would have
made more of it than this.

Furthermore, if he did hold such a view,

why would he not explain how dUfeI'en'li ordinary language was in this
•

4

respect from logical languages such as his quantificational language in
·(athematical Logic and indeed in Chapters V and VI of

~ ~

Object,

which so definitely excludes the possibUity of a tertill;!! quid?

I would

hold that Quine defined stimulus meaning as an ordered pair of classes
simply to dispose of the htmldrum objections like shocking stimulations,
and to account tor the fact that only occasion sentences have readily
organizable stimulus meanings (standing sentences have too many
irrelevant, non-prompting stimulations) .

Anothsr side of Fol1esdal's objection to my interpretation is
that I aSSOCiate stimulus meaning with extenSion m.ore than Quine suggests.
This is difficult to decide, since Quioo never says exactly what the
relationship is between the extension of the general tenn "rabbit"
and the affirmative stimulus meaning of the sentence "Rabbit", for
example .

I suggest that

ince the extension is the class of rabbits and

tho affirmd,tive stimulus meaning is the class of rabbit-stimulations, if

we set aeide pap1er mac~ rabbits and lepifonn hallUCinations on the one
hand, and real rabbits in d..tsguise .on the other, we can say that stimulations featuring rabbits are rabbit-stimulations, and things featured in
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rabbit-stimulutions are rabbits.

There a.ro, of course, more rabbit-

stimulations than rabbits, since each rabbit can be seen in many poses
and fran many angles.

Given this sort of a relationship, it is clear

that inclusion of stimulations in alfin-aative stimulus meanings will
parallel inclusion of objects in extensions; vagueness of stuaulus

meaning of a ono word sentence will indicate vagueness of extension of
that word.

I cannot think of any way in which this could be denied,

prOVided wo do not harp about poor glimpses and shocks, hallucinations
and unr. cognizable objects.

I am not, as Folleadal suggests, confusinS stimulus meaning with
extension; I am simply saying that what is true of one is true of the
othor in most of the matters dealt with in

tl~

thesis.
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